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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
PetitionerjRespondent, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent; Appellant. 
----------------------------------------------
Appealed from the District Court of the Second 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Latah 
HON. JOHN R. STEGNER, DISTRICT JUDGE 
----------------------------------------------
DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
----------------------------------------------
Filed this _ day of ____ ~, 2012. 
STEPHEN W. KENYON, CLERK 
By ________________ _ 
Deputy 
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District 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2011-0001022 Current Judge: John R Stegner 
Karen Ann Kimbley vs. Idaho Transportation Department 
User: RANAE 
Karen Ann Kimbley vs. Idaho Transportation Department 
Date 
9/26/2011 
9/28/2011 
10/3/2011 
10/5/2011 
10/7/2011 
10/12/2011 
10/17/2011 
10/27/2011 
11/10/2011 
11/29/2011 
1/6/2012 
1/17/2012 
1/30/2012 
Code 
NCOC 
APER 
EXMN 
ORDR 
REQU 
NOTC 
NOAP 
APER 
OBJC 
NOTC 
REQU 
HRSC 
ORDR 
NOTC 
INHD 
HRSC 
ORDR 
NOTC 
BREF 
BREF 
BREF 
ORDR 
HRVC 
HRSC 
User Judge 
BETH New Case Filed - Other Claims John R Stegner 
BETH Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or John R Stegner 
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission, 
BETH 
BETH 
TERRY 
SUE 
SUE 
SUE 
SUE 
SUE 
SUE 
SUE 
TERRY 
TERRY 
SUE 
TERRY 
TERRY 
TERRY 
SUE 
BETH 
SUE 
BETH 
BETH 
BETH 
BETH 
board, or body to district court Paid by: Deborah 
McCormick Receipt number: 0188723 Dated: 
9/26/2011 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Kimbley, 
Karen Ann (plaintiff) 
Plaintiff: Kimbley, Karen Ann Appearance 
Deborah L. McCormick 
Ex-parte Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
Order for Stay Pending Appeal 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
Request for Copy of Agency Record and Request John R Stegner 
for Extenesion of Time for Filing Objection 
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record John R Stegner 
Notice Of Appearance 
Defendant: Idaho Transportation Department 
Appearance Edwin L. Litteneker 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
Objection to Request for Copy of Agency Record John R Stegner 
and Request for Extension of Time for Filing 
Objection 
Notice of Extimate of Transcript Cost 
Request for Scheduling Conference 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference . John R Stegner 
10/27/2011 09:30 AM) 
Order Setting Scheduling Conference 'c John R Stegner 
Notice of Filing of Agency Record John R Stegner 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference John R Stegner 
scheduled on 10/27/2011 09:30 AM: Interim 
Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Appellate Argument John R Stegner 
02/06/2012 10:00 AM) 
Order on Appeal 
Notice of Filing Transcript 
Petitioner's Brief 
Brief of the Idaho Transportation Department 
Petitioner's Reply Brief 
Order Vacating and Resetting Appellate 
Argument 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
John R Stegner 
Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled John R Stegner 
on 02/06/201210:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Appellate Argument John R Stegner 
02/16/201210:30 AM) 
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Date: 4/17/2012 User: RANAE 
Time: 10:47 AM ROAReport 
Page 2 of 2 Case: CV-2011-0001022 Current Judge: John R. Stegner 
Karen Ann Kimbley vs, Idaho Transportation Department 
Karen Ann Kimbley vs, Idaho Transportation Department 
Date Code User 
2/16/2012 DCHH TERRY Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled John R. Stegner 
on 02/16/201210:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Sheryl L Engler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 40 pages 
CTMN TERRY Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled John R. Stegner 
on 02/16/201210:30 AM: Court Minutes 
2/2812012 ORDR BETH Order Setting Aside Administrative License John R. Stegner 
Suspension 
3/20/2012 NTOA RANAE Notice Of Appeal John R. Stegner 
3/22/2012 BNDC RANAE Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 193187 Dated John R. Stegner 
3/22/2012 for 87,75) 
3/27/2012 NTOA SUE Amended Notice Of Appeal John R. Stegner 
4/212012 NOTA SUE Second AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL John R. Stegner 
4/10/2012 MISC RANAE S,C. Clerk's Certificate Filed John R. Stegner 
MISC RANAE S.C. - Notice of Appeal Filed (T) John R. Stegner 
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Deborah McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, 
116 St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. ---""''''--_=-_--'-__ _ 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Fee Category: 
Fee: 
L3 
$88.00 
Petitioner, Karen Ann Kimbley, by and through her attorney, hereby seeks 
judicial review of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order ("Order") 
issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") on September 19, 2011, in lTD 
File No. 657005771626. 
1. Said order was issued following an administrative license suspension 
hearing conducted on September 6, 2011. 
2. The ALS hearing was recorded by Hearing Examiner Eric Moody, and 
lTD should be in possession of such recording. 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1 
issues on judicial review include, but are not limited to whether the 
law enforcement officer conducted a valid observation period prior to administering the 
breath test. 
A transcript of the ALS hearing conducted on September 6, 201 is hereby 
requested. 
5. Counsel for Petitioner hereby certifies that all costs for preparation of the 
transcript and/ or record will be paid upon receipt of an estimate for the same. 
DATED this _~_ day September, 2011. 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of September, 2011, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the 
following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
____ Overnight Mail 
--4.-~ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
Deborah McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYT A, 
116 Third St., Ste. 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 H 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
tHr 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. ~~~~~--~-=-
EXP ARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 
Petitioner, by and through her attorney and pursuant to I.e. § 67-5274, moves 
this court for entry of an order staying the execution and/ or enforcement of the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation 
Department ("lTD") on September 19, 201lin lTD File No. 657005771626, and which 
sustained the suspension of Petitioner's driving privileges from September 24, 2011, 
through September 24, 2012, for alleged failure of evidentiary testing for alcohol 
concentration pursuant to I.e. §18-8002A. 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL - 1 
.' 010 
Relief is requested upon grounds including, but not limited to, the following: 
1. A stay of the Order and suspension of driving privileges is necessary to 
preserve Petitioner's driving privileges during the pendency of appeal. Without such 
relief, petitioner will be necessarily denied, as a practical matter, the relief which she is 
seeking by way of her appeal; and 
2. A stay is necessary in the interests of justice. 
DATED this 24th day of September 2011. 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL - 2 
011 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, 
116 Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. 
-b-"'----.::-
ORDER FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 
The ex parte motion of Petitioner for stay pending appeal and a Petition for 
Judicial Review having been filed with this court, and-good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/ or enforcement of the Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation 
Department ("lTD") on September 19, 2011, in ITD File No. 657005771626, suspending 
Petitioner's driving privileges is hereby STAYED during the pendency of appeal of said 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL-1 
012 
order. Petitioner's driving privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the 
this __ _ of _----"'-_____ --' 2011. 
I hereby certify that on the day of 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by 
the following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL - 2 
~~~ 2011, I served a true 
method indicated and addressed to 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
L-"/Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
__ -:;;- U.S. Mail 
--"'---
Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (866) 777-3186 
___ U.s. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
-----"""__ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
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1111201 5:35 From: 1'lcCorm i cl~ g, 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
mccormicklawoffice@gmai1.com 
Attorney for Petitioner 
866-777-3186 12088832259 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPATMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
. Case No. CV-ll-1022 
REQUEST FOR COPYOF 
AGENCY RECORD 
AND REQUEST FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME FOR FILING OBJECTION 
Petitioner, by and through her attorney! hereby requests that a copy of the agency 
record be sent to her attorney at the above address, fax number, or e-mail address. 
This request is made on the grounds that Petitioner's counsel is in receipt of the 
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record! which lists the contents of the agency record, states 
that a copy can be picked up from ITO in Boise, and points out that Petitioner has 14 days 
from the date of mailing the notice (September 28,2011) to file objections with the agency. 
REQUEST FOR COPY OF AGENCY RECORD - 1 
2 of 
,..... 
014 
:35 icl< 866-777-3186 12088832259 
Petitioner's counsel is in Moscow, Idaho, and unable to pick a copy of the record 
at ITD in Boise. Therefore, cannot reasons to object to 
said record without receiving a copy via mail, fax, or e-mail. 
In addition to requesting a copy of the record, Petitioner requests and extension of 
time filing any objections with agency. Specifically Petitioner requests an extension 
14 days from the date of faxing, or the record to counsel in 
which to object. 
DATED 1st day October, 2011. 
& 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1st day of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83701 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
REQUEST FOR COPY OF AGENCY RECORD - 2 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
......:X--,--_ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
___ U.s. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
-,X,-,,--_ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
3 
1 
Beth Schiller 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8755 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
IN DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
Karen Ann Kimbley, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COUNTY OF 
Case No. 
OF LODGING 
OF AGENCY RECORD 
,11:1, 
OF 
Beth Schiller, Administrative Assistant of the Idaho Transportation Department, hereby 
gives notice pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(j) of lodging of the agency record in the above-captioned 
matter. The parties shall have fourteen (14) days from the date of the mailing of this notice in 
which to file with the agency any objections. If no objections to the record are filed with the 
agency within fourteen (14) days, the record shall be deemed settled. Parties may pick up a copy 
of the record between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the Idaho Transportation 
Department, 3311 West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83703. 
The Agency Record consists of the following documents: 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 1 
016 
Description 
Notice of Suspension 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Sworn Statement 
Teletype Records 
Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
Certification of Receipt of Law 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
Petitioner's Driver License Record 
Subpoena - Duces Tecum 
Order 
Subpoena - Civil 
Order 
Return of Service 
Memorandum Opinion 
Evidence 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Correspondence - Transcript 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 3 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 4 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 5 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 6 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 8 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 9 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 10 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 11 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 12 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 13 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT A 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT B 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT C 
Page Number 
3 
4 
5-9 
10-11 
12 
14-16 
17-19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24-26 
27-37 
DVD 
38-55 
56-65 
66-68 
69 
As of this DATE, September 28,2011, a Transcript has [x], has not [ ] been requested 
by the petitioner or his attorney. 
DATED this 28th day of September, 2011. 
~X!-(A~ 
/Beth Schille; 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 2 
017 
hereby on 28th day of ''''''JlLl''''' 201 , caused to a true 
correct copy of foregoing method indicated below, and addressed to the 
DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 10005 
MOSCOW, 83843 
EDWIN LITTENEKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 3 
-X-U.S. MAIL 
_HAND DELIVERED 
_OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
-X-ELECTRONIC MAIL 
_HAND DELIVERED 
_OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
~~~~ 
/Beth Schiller> 
Idaho Transportation Department 
018 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV 11-1022 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
TO: KAREN ANN .".UV'JLJUIL,JU and your attorney DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK. 
The appearance of the Department of Transportation is hereby entered in the above-
entitled action through the undersigned Special Deputy Attorney General. You are directed to 
serve all further pleadings or papers, except process, upon the said attorney at his address above 
stated. 
DATED this -=L day of October, 2011. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 1 
019 
that a true 
Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
" __ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Deborah L. McCormick 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this il day of Oqtober, 2011. 
( 7 , !);. iJ f,J;l/1 
1 ('t-. y</. {JrfY. [J \,cJA \ ~ ,J( /v\ /] 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 2 
o 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OfFICE OF THE ATrORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
December 14, 2010 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL APPOINTMENT 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Edwin L. Litteneker, Attorney at Law, P. O. Box 321, Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0321, is 
hereby appointed Special Deputy Attorney General for the purpose of representing the 
State of Idaho in any appeal from a hearing officer's decision in Idaho Transportation 
Department District 2 filed pursuant to the authority of Idaho Code § 18-8002A, 
Automatic License Suspension Program. 
Th is letter of appointment will be included in the files of any court case, hearing, or other 
matter in which he represents the State of Idaho in these appeals. This appointment is 
effective through December 31, 2011. 
Any courtesies you can extend to Mr. Litteneker in his conduct of business for the State 
of Idaho, as my delegate, will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Attorney General 
LGW:blm 
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854-8071 
Located at 700 W. State Street 
Joe R. Williams Building, 2nd Floor 
• 
0"21 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
IN DISTRICT COURT SECOND 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV 11-1022 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST FOR 
COpy OF AGENCY RECORD & 
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME OBJECTION 
COMES NOW Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy Attorney General for the Idaho 
Transportation Department and objects to the Request for Copy of Agency Record & Request for 
Extension of Time for Filing Objection. 
Karen Ann Kimbley through Counsel has filed a pleading with the requesting a copy of 
the Agency Record. The Agency Record is still housed at the Idaho Transportation Department 
(the Department) and has not yet been presented by the Department to Counselor to the Court. 
The Court should have no interest in the circumstances of the Department's Record until 
the Record has been supplied to Counsel and to the Court. 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST FOR 
COPY OF AGENCY RECORD & 
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING OBJECTION 1 
2 
Any request for additional time to review and potentially object to this matter should be 
made to the Depmiment not the Court. 
Ms. Kimbley has not demonstrated exhausted her administrative remedies as 
required by LC. § 67-5271 and I.R.C.P. 846). Until Ms. Kimbley can demonstrate that she has 
complied with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and has demonstrated as contemplated by Rule 
84(j) that she has exhausted her administrative remedies by engaging in the Department's 
process, any Order granting an Extension of to object to the Department's Record is. 
premature and the Court does not have jurisdiction to hear such a request. 
DATED this day of October, 2011. 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST FOR 
Copy OF AGENCY RECORD & 
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING OBJECTION 
Special Deputy Attomey General 
2 
CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
__ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited the United States 
Post Office 
Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Deborah McCormick 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 10005 
.Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Edwii-i L: Litteneker . 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST FOR 
COPY OF AGENCY RECORD & 
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING OBJECTION 
overnight 
3 
024 
Beth Schiller 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho 
3311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8637 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
lTV 
IN SECOND JUDICIAL 
STATE IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
Karen Ann Kimbley, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COUNTY OF LATAH 
Case No. 
NOTICE OF FILING 
AGENCY RECORD 
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(k), the attached agency record in the above entitled matter is now 
deemed settled and is hereby filed. 
DATED this 14th day of October, 2011. 
,~-~~ 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY RECORD - 1 
'.' 025 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
hereby on this 201 , a 
correct copy of foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to Lhe 
DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 10005 
MOSCOW, 83843 
EDWIN LITTENEKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
-1L-US. MAIL 
__ HAND DELIVERED 
_OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
-1L-ELECTRONIC MAIL 
_HAND DELIVERED 
_OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
Pages 1-69 of the Agency Record were mailed to Deborah McCormick's Office on 
October 3,2011. Pages 70-77 of the Agency Record were mailed on October 14,2011. 
dfAzlL~~~ 
/Beth Schiller' 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY RECORD - 2 
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3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
BOISE ID 83707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSIMILE: (208) 332-2002 
INTHE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
Karen Ann Kimbley, 
PETITIONER, CASE No. 
v. 
AGENCY RECORD 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 
RESPONDENT, 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS MAnER: 
INDEX 
Description Page Number 
Notice of Suspension STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 1-2 
Evidentiary Test Results STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 3 
Evidentiary Test Results STATE'S EXHIBIT 3 4 
Sworn Statement STATE'S EXHIBIT 4 5-9 
Teletype Records STATE'S EXHIBIT 5 10-11 
Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency STATE'S EXHIBIT 6 12 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 13 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing STATE'S EXHIBIT 8 1tt-16 
Petitioner's Driver license Record STATE'S EXHIBIT 9 17-19 
Subpoena - Duces 
Order 
Subpoena - Civil 
Order 
Return of Service 
Memorandum Opinion 
Evidence 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Correspondence - Transcript 
Order for Stay Pending Appeal 
Correspondence - Transcript (2) 
Request for Copy of Agency Record 
Order for Extension of Time for Filing Objection to 
the Record 
DATED THIS 14TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 2011. 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 10 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 11 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 13 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT A 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT B 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT C 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24-26 
27-37 
DVD 
38-55 
56-65 
66-68 
69 
70-71 
72 
73-74 
75-77 
~_~Y.h.cL 
, Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
s 
1. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of 
alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary test(s) to determine the 
concentration of alcohol or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. After sUbmitting to the teste s) you may, 
when practical, at your own expense, have additional testes) made by a person of your own choosing. You do not have the right to talk to 
a lawyer before taking any evidentiary testes) to detennine the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances 
in your body. 
2. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). . 
B. You have the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the _ ... k::::5.z::::J~L.... for a 
hearing to show cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be 
suspended. 
C. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be 
suspended with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your second 
refusal within ten (10) years. 
3. If you take and fail the evidentiary testes) pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code: 
A. I will serve you with this that becomes effective thirty (30) days from the on this notice 
suspending your driver's license or driving privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, 
your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind 
during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted non-commercial driving privileges for the remaining sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this is not your first failure of an 
evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (1}year with 
absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
B. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Department to show cause why 
you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing and 
received by the department wjthin seven (7) calendar days from the of this You also 
have the right to judicial review of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
4. If you become enrolled in and are a participant in good standing in a drug court approved by the supreme court drug court and mental 
health COUlt coordinating committee under the provisions of chapter 56, title 19, Idaho Code, you shall be eligible for restricted non-
commercial driving privileges for the purpose of getting to and from work, school or an alcohol treatment program, which may be granted 
by the presiding judge of the drug court, provided that you have served a period of absolute suspension of driving privileges of at least 
fOlty-five (45) days, that an ignition interlock device is installed on each of the motor vehicles owned or operated, or both, by you and that 
you have shown proof of financial responsibility. 
If you have failed the evidentiary 
your driving privileges are hereby suspended per #3 above, 
commencing thirty (30) days from the date of service of this notice. 
If ~ blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve a 
Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
White Copy - If failure - to ITO; if refusal - to Court 
D Refusal 
Yellow Copy - to Law Enforcement Pink Copy - to Court Goldenrod Copy - to Driver 0 0 
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a written request seven to the Court indicated 011 the face ofthis notice for a hearing to show cause 
you refused to submit to or compkte evidentiary testing. This is your opportunity to show cause why you refused to submit or failed to complete evidentiary 
testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. 
If you fail to request a healing or do not prevail at the healing, you are subject to a $250 civil penalty and the court will suspend your driver's license and/or 
driving privileges with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year tor your first offense, or for two (2) years for your second offense within ten (10) years 
(unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Advisory on the reverse side). 
a peace had reasonable grounds to believe that yon were operating a vehicle while intoxicated. 
After submitting to the testes), you may, when practicable, have additional tests conducted at your own expense. 
If you take the evidentiary testes) and the results indicate an alcohol concentration of.08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Sections 18-8004, 18-8004C, and 18-8006, Idaho Code, the peace officer 
shall: 
,Serve you with this Notice of Suspension, which becomes effective thirty (30) days after the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this notice. 
Failure of an evidentiary test will result in a ninelY (90) day of driving privileges, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) 
days of suspension. You may request restricted driving privileges during the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not your first failure of an 
evidential), test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of 
kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side). 
If you were operating or in physical control of a commercial vehicle and the evidentiary test results indicate an alcohol concentTation of: 
A. .04 to less than .08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. You will have absolutely no col1ltl1ercial driving 
privileges of any kind. 
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results that indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, all of 
your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible non-cOlmllercial driving plivileges for the final sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. You will have absolutely no commercial dliving privileges of any kind during the full ninety (90) day suspension. 
C. Ifthis is not your first failure of an evidential), test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for Olle (1) year and 
you will have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the 
reverse side). 
to request an on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department. Your request must be made in 
writing and be received by the department no later than seven (7) calendar days after the date of service of this Notice of Suspension. The request 
must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number; date of arrest, and daytime telephone 
number because the hearing will be held by The burden of proof, by preponderance of evidence, shall be upon the illiver as to the issues raised in the 
hearing, pursuant to Section 18-8002A(7), Idaho Code. 
If you request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date the heaiillg request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department (Section 
lS-S002A, Idaho Code). 
decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court (Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code). Your appeal must be 
proceeding in the District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
are suspended for a period of ninety (90) days pursnant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code, you may request restricted driving 
privileges for final sixty (60) days of the suspension (IDAP A Rule 39.02.70.) Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial 
motor vehicle. You may make your written request for restricted illiving pdvileges at any time after the service of thisNotice of Suspension. 
~~~:-~~~~~~~~:~£!~l~~~~~P:su~:s~:;pension, you will be required to pay a reinstatement fee. Any other suspension imposed by the court for this offense will 
aU'JIrl.onat reinstatement fee. 
request an or apply for a relating to an "' ..... "' .. "n" .. 
1""' •. ""'''''' for failing evidentiary testing: 
• Make your request in writing, including a daytime telephone number, to the Idaho Transportation Department, Driver 
Services Section, PO Box7129, Boise ID 83707-1129, or 
• Fax your request to Driver Services at (208) 332-4124, or 
• ~Email your request to DriverRecords@itd.idaho:gov 
ha,ve questions or need additional information regarding this notice or your driving privileges, cal!Drivfj 30 
at 334-8735. 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kimbley. Karen A 
Defendant. 
DOB:
S 9 
 
S _______ _ 
State of Idaho, 
County of--"I""-'Ja=ta""'hA-... ______ _ 
I, Deputy Darren Duke, the undersigned, 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST ANDIOR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
2. The defendant was arrested on 08/06/2011 at 2128 hours 0 AM i::gj PM for the crime of driving while under 
the influence of alcohol" drugs or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section 18-8004 Idaho Code. 
Second or more DUI offense in the last ten (10) years? 0 YES i::gj NO 0 FELONY i::gj MISDEMEANOR 
3. Location ofOccUlTence: State Highway 8, milepost 23, Latah County, Idaho· 
4. Identified the defendant as: Kimbley, Karen A by: (check bpx) 
DMilitary ID DState ID Card DStuqent ID Card i::gjDrivers License. DCredit Cards 
DPaperwork found l6lVerbal ID by defendant . 
Witness: identified defendant. 
Other: 
5. Actual physical control established by: 16l0bservation by affiant 16l0bservation by Officer Shane Anderson 
DAdmission of Defendant to: , DStatement of Witness: 
DOther: 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following 
facts: 
(NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and what 
you learned from someone else, identifying that person): 
00 
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PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST:On August 6,2011 at approximately 2113 hours, I was 
patrolling the area of State Highway 8 around the city of Deary, Latah County, Idaho. I was travelling westbound 
on Highway 8 at the city limits of Deary and I observed a gold Mazda sports utility vehicle (suv) travelling 
westbound in front of my location. I followed the vehicle and noticed it was driving very close to the far right side 
of its lane. The vehicle would drift back to the center of the lane and then drift back toward the right shoulder. At 
one point around a small curve the vehicle drifted past the solid white fog line; I estimated the passenger-side tires 
were four inches over the fog line. I continued to follow the vehicle and made the decision to stop it. I waited as 
we passed by a traffic stop in progress and then activated my emergency lights. The vehicle did not immediately 
slow down; it travelled approximately two hundred feet until the driver began to slow down and then another two 
hundred feet as it yielded to the right side of the road. 
I contacted the driver, later identified by her Idaho Driver's license as Karen Kimbley, and advised her of the 
reason for my stop. Kimbley said, "Sorry." I told Kimbley we were doing a lot of enforcement tonight because 
Deary Community Days was today and people tend to drink a lot. I asked Kimbley if she "had anything to drink 
tonight." Kimbley shook her head from side to side and said, "No." I said, "Nothing at all?" Kimbley again said 
no. I asked Kimbley for her license, registration, and insurance. As she was looking through some documents I 
asked Kimbley where she was coming from. She told me she was in Deary and then going to Albion, Washington. 
Kimbley had difficulty finding the documents I asked her for; it should be noted the vehicle belonged to her sister 
Kelli Brown, however, Kimbley appeared to be confused as she was looking through her own purse and also an 
envelope of documents. Kimbley could not locate her driver's license. I later located the license beside her purse 
in the vehicle. Kimbley provided me with her name and date of birth. I told Kimbley that she appeared confused 
and again asked her if she had consumed any alcohol. Kimbley told me she had one drink earlier. I told Kimbley I 
just wanted to check her eye and asked her to look straight at me. I extended my finger to what is maximum 
deviation in the standardized horizontal gave nystagmus sobriety evaluation. I observed distinct and sustained 
nystagmus in Kimbley'S right eye. I returned to my patrol vehicle and checked Kimbley's driving status through 
dispatch. Meanwhile, Deputy Shane Anderson arrived on scene to assist me. Deputy Anderson advised me he saw 
a green / yellow plastic drinking container with a straw in it on the floorboard next to Kimbley. 
I deactivated my front emergency lights and re-contacted Kimbley in her vehicle. I told Kimbley I saw some 
nystagmus in her eye and I wanted to run her through the entire test. Kimbley exited her vehicle and I escorted her 
to the rear of it. I asked Kimbley if she was diabetic. Kimbley said she was not sure, but has had some 
hypoglycemic problems in the past. I asked Kimbley how she felt her blood sugar was now and she said she felt 
fine. I asked Kimbley if she has had any head injuries and she said no. As I was speaking to Kimbley I smelt a 
mild odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from her person. Kimbley was swaying from side to side as she stood 
in front of me. 
Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus: I performed the standardized horizontal gaze nystagmus evaluation on Kimbley. I 
noticed equal tracking and equal pupil size in each of her eyes. I checked for resting nystagmus in both eyes and 
did not observe it in either eye. I noticed a lack of smooth pursuit, distinct and sustained nystagmus at maximum 
deviation, and distinct and sustained nystagmus prior to onset of forty-five degrees in each eye. I checked for 
vertical nystagmus and did not observe any. Kimbley continued to sway from side to side as I conducted the 
evaluation. After the evaluation, I told Kimbley I thought she had consumed more alcohol than she previously told 
me. Kimbley said she only had one drink. 
Walk and Tum: I explained and demonstrated the evaluation to Kimbley. Kimbley said she understood the 
evaluation. Kimbley completed her first set of steps and the tum correctly. On the return, Kimbiey stepped off 
line on her third step. Kimbley missed heel to toe contact on her fourth, sixth, and seventh steps. 
One Leg Stand: I explained and demonstrated the evaluation to Kimbley. She said she did not have any questions. 
I did not observe any errors while Kimbley was performing the evaluation. 
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I told Kimbley that I thought she had much more to drink than she had told me. I advised Kimbley she was under 
arrest for driving under the influence of alcohol or other intoxicating substances. I handcuffed Kimbley, checking 
for tightness and double-locking. Deputy Anderson retrieved the plastic drinking container from the vehicle. He 
opened the container and told me he believed the fluid inside the container was alcoholic. Deputy Anderson 
brought the container over to me and showed me inside there was fluid and many ice cubes. Deputy Anderson 
asked Kimbley about the drink and she said it was not her's. Kimbley told us this was not her vehicle. Deputy 
Anderson extended the container toward my nose for me to smell it. Based on the smell, I believed the fluid to be 
alcoholic. Deputy Anderson stood by as I searched Kimbley incident to arrest. I asked Kimbley if she wanted me 
to get anything out of her the vehicle for her. At first she said no. I asked her if she wanted her purse and she said 
no; I asked her if she was sure she did not want her purse and she said okay. I retrieved the purse and searched 
through it to inventory and look for illegal substances. I located two medication bottles prescribed to Kimbley, one 
was Hydrocodone and the other was Gabapentin. I also found a small plastic sandwich bag. Inside the bag was a 
green leafy substance that based on my training and experience I believed to be marijuana. I secured the marijuana 
on my person and placed the other items in my patrol vehicle. I took photographs of the inside of the vehicle, 
Kimbley's purse and the suspected marijuana. We attempted to make arrangements for someone to come and take 
possession of the vehicle, however both the registered owner of the vehicle, Kelli Brown, and Kimbley's mother, 
said they were too intoxicated to come and get the vehicle. Deputy Anderson made arrangements for the vehicle to 
be towed to Moscow Auto Service while I transported Kimbley to the jail. 
At the jail, I checked Kimbley's mouth for foreign objects and did not locate any. I noted the time on the 
Intoxilzer SOOEN to be 2010 hours. I played an audio disk of the text of the Notice of Suspension form (lTD 
3814). At its completion, I asked Kimbley if she had . 
any questions and she said no. I continued to observe Kimbley through the fifteen minute waiting period and she 
did not belch, burp, or vomit during this time. At 2227 hours, Kimbley attempted to provide a breathe sample into 
the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN, although it appeared she was not blowing into the machine fully. After three minutes the 
Intoxilyzer indicated it received a deficient sample with a highest reading of .095 blood alcohol content. At 2234 
hours, Kimbley attempted to give another breath sample and again it appeared she was not fully blowing into the 
machine. The Intoxilyer again indicated a deficient sample with the highest value obtained as .097 blood alcohol 
content. I decided to perform another breath test; I noted the time on the Intoxilyzer to be 2238 hours. I observed 
Kimbley through the fifteen minute waiting period and noticed she did not belch, burp, or vomit during this time 
period. I warned Kimbley if she did not fully blow into the Intoxilyzer this time I would charge her with a refusal 
of evidentiary tests. I asked Deputy Scott Storrs to stand by and observe Kimbley as well. At 22S7 hours, 
Kimbley provided two valid breath samples; the Intoxilyzer 5000EN indicated her blood alcohol content for these 
samples was .126 and .127 blood alcohol content. 
I advised Kimbley of her Constitutional Rights via the standardized Miranda warning. Kimbley said she 
understood her rights and she agreed to speak with me. I explained to Kimbley that she was over the legal limit of 
alcohol. Kimbley insisted she only had one drink. I asked her what she had. She said she had a rum and coke at 
The Bear Den bar in Deary at approximately 1800 hours. I asked Kimbley if she took the medications in her purse. 
Kimbley said she took a dose of each at the same time she had her drink. I asked Kimbley if there was a warning 
on the pills to not drive when taking them and to not mix the pills with alcohol. Kimbley said, "Probably." I later 
checked the dosage on the pills. The Gabapentin wasa 600 mg pill three times a day and the Hydrocodone was a 
10 mg pill every six hours as needed. 
I asked Kimbley about the plastic container in her vehicle. Kimbley said she did not know anything about it. I 
. asked Kimbley when she got in the car. She said approximately ten minutes before I stopped her. I asked her 
when the last time anyone else was in the car was and she told me her and her sister arrived in Deary at 
approximately 1600 hours. They parked the car. I told Kimbley I thought it was strange the ice would still be 
solid if the container had been there five hours, especially since it was such a hot day. Kimbley said she did not 
know. 
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I pulled out the sandwich bag containing the suspected marijuana and said to Kimbley, "What about this?" 
Kimbley looked at the bag for approximately three seconds and asked me what it was. I told Kimbley it was 
marijuana and I found it in her purse. Kimbley said she did not know what it was or how it got into her purse. I 
showed her the purse I removed from the vehicle and asked her if it was hers and she said, "It looks like mine." I 
told Kimbley I was booking her into jail for driving under the influence of alcohol and I was citing her for 
possessing an open container of alcohol while driving and possession of marijuana. I booked Kimbley into jail for 
Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol or other Intoxicating Substances with citation 19161. I prepared and 
issued to Kimbley citation 19162 for Possessing an Open Container while Driving and Possession of Marijuana 
less than 3 oz. I assigned Kimbley a court date of August 22nd, 2011 at 0830 hours. Kimbley said she understood 
the citation and she would appear on it. 
I returned to the Sheriffs Office and weighed the suspected marijuana; it weighed 1.6 grams. I took a small 
amount of the suspected marijuana and tested it with a marihuana NIK kit. The suspected marijuana tested 
presumptively positive for marijuana. I packaged it and placed it into evidence. I downloaded a copy of my 
VIDMIC recording of the incident as well as images taken on scene and of the marijuana to a disk. I entered that 
disk into evidence. 
D.U. I. NOTES 
Odor of alcoholic beverage 
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage 
Slurred speech 
Impaired memory 
Glassy/bloodshot eyes 
Other 
IZ]Yes DNo 
IZ]Yes DNo 
DYes IZ]No 
IZ]Yes DNo 
IZ]Yes DNo 
Sobriety Tests Meets Decision Points? 
Gaze Nystagmus IZ]Yes DNo 
Walk & Turn IZ]Yes DNo 
. One Leg Stand DYes IZ]No 
Crash Involved 
Injury 
DYes 
DYes 
IZ]No 
~No 
Drugs Suspected: ~Yes DNo Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed DYes IZ]No 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: Defendant admitted to taking one 600 mg dose of Gabapentin and one 10 mg dose of 
Hydrocodone approximately three and a half hours before traffic stop. 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure 
of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
~Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The testes) was/were 
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted 
by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
BAC' 126 ( 127 
013022 
by: ~Breath Instrument Type: IZ]Intoxilyzer 5000 DAlco Sensor Serial#:68-
DBlood AND/OR DUrine Test Results Pending? DYes IZ] No (Attached) 
Name of person administering breath test: Deputy Darren Duke 
expires :06/30/20 13 
DDefendant refused the test as follows: 
Date certifi""lc"""a""'ti'-""o ..... n___ _ 
-----------------------------------------------------
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################################################################### 
SENT MESSAGE: ' 
DQ KIMBLEY/KAREN A (ID0290002) 
NAM: KIMBLEY/KAREN A 
DOB:  
RAC: U 
SEX: F 
################################################################### 
ACK From: SWITCH (ID0290002) 
TXT: MESSAGE ROUTED 
SLT3 00034 AT 23:01 08/06/2011 
NLET 
NCIC 
DMV 
HFS 
MRI-1873742 
################################################################### 
DR From: DMV (ID001015V) 
TXT: NAM/KIMBLEY/KAREN A.DOB .SEX/F 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 01 
OLN/JA376246B. 
NAM/KIMBLEY 1 KAREN ANN. 
RES/ 
426 WATER STREET 
FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
PRIVACY FLAG. 
** OPR STATUS/VALID. 
** CDL STATUS/NOT LICENSED. 
CLASS/D. ** EXP/12-03-2011. 
JULIAETTA ID 83535. OLT/DRIVER LICENSE. 
MAIL/ 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 
** REST/LENSES. 
SEX/F. HAl/BRO. EYE/BRO. 
HGT/507. WGT/155. 
83535. 
TRANSACTION/DUPLICATE. 
DOB . SOC . ORGAN DONOR 
1SS/05-05-2010. REC/290101250028. CNTY/LATA. 
AKA NAM/SCHAFFER, KAREN ANN. AKA DOB . 
CITN/01-21-2003C. 01-14-2003A.BASIC RULE. CTY.LEWISTON. 
ORD DEGREE/INFR. 
CITN/02-01-2010C. ll-03-2009A.NGLGNT DRVNG. WA. WASHINGTON. 
SUSP/02-02-2010.UNTL/05-03-2010. ALS08+0RORUG. REIN FULL.05-03-2010.0P 
ADDITIONAL LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE ... 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 02 
***** IDAHO IDENTIFICATION 
OLN/JA376246B. 
NAM/KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN. 
RES/ 
426 WATER STREET 
FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
CARD ONLY - NOTA DRIVERS LICENSE ***** 
PRIVACY FLAG. 
ID CARD STATUS/VALID. 
** EXP/12-03-2014. 
JULIAETTA ID 83535. OLT/IDENTIFICATION CARD. 
MAIL/ 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535. 
SEX/F. HAl/BRO. EYE/BRO. DOB . SOC . ORGAN DONOR 
HGT/507. WGT/140. ISS/01-15 2010. REC/290100150057. CNTY/LATA. 
AKA NAM/SCHAFFER, KAREN ANN. 
END OF RECORD 
END OF MESSAGE ... 
AKA DOB . 
MRI 1873743 IN: DMVIOI 16936 AT 23:01 06AUGll 
OUT: SLT3 121 AT 23:01 06AUGll 
################################################################### 
DR From: HFS (IDIHOTOOO) 
TXT: ILED REPLY 
ID0290002 
TST/N.NAM/KIMBLEY,KAREN A.DOB .SEX/F.RAC/U. 
**** NO N-IHOT RECORD FOUND FOR INQUIRY ABOVE **** 
MRI 1873744 IN: HFS 14035 AT 23:01 06AUGll 
OUT: SLT3 122 AT 23:01 06AUGll 
################################################################### 
DQ From: . NCIC (IDNCICOOO) . 
TXT: lL0100PN,MRI1873742 
ID0290'002 
***MESSAGE KEY QWS SEARCHES WANTED PERSON FILE FELONY RECORDS REGARDLESS OF 
EXTRADITION, ALL MISDEMEANOR RECORDS INDICATING POSSIBLE EXTRADITION FROM 
THE INQUIRING AGENCY'S LOCATION,AND ALL INTRASTATE MISDEMEANOR RECORDS. 
ALL OTHER NCIC PERSONS FILES ARE SEARCHED WITHOUT LIMITA'I'IONS. 
*****WARNING - THE FOLLOWING IS AN NCIC PROTECTION ORDER RECORD. DO NOT 
SEARCH, DETAIN, OR ARREST BASED SOLELY ON THIS RECORD. CONTACT ENTERING 
AGENCY TO CONFIRM STATUS AND TERMS OF PROTE~TION ORDER***** 
MKE/PROTECTION ORDER 
ORI/WA0380300 NAM/ROBERTS,LEE FREDRICK SEX/M RAC/W POB/ID DOB  
HGT/508 WGT/150 EYE/BRO HAI/BRO FBI/801910DB9 
SMT/SC ABDOM 
FPC/1552TTC0051307060209 MNU/PI-WA18337505 SOC/  
OLN/ROBERLF230PD OLS/WA OLY/2009 
PNO/AH0601YI0 BRD/N ISD/20100623 EXP/20150625 CTI/WA038013J 
PPN/KIMBLEY,KAREN ANN PSX/F PPR/W PPB/19821203 PSN/S54810159 
PCO/08 - SEE THE MISCELLANEOUS FIELD FOR COMMENTS REGARDING THE TERMS AND 
PCO/CONDITIONS OF THE ORDER. 
OCA/10-P04295 
MIS/CONTACT PULLMAN PD 509-334-0802/ RESP RESTRAINED FROM KEEPING SURVEILLANCE, 
MIS/MAKING ANY ATTEMPT TO CONTACT PET, FROM BEING WITHIN 300 FT OF PETS HOME 
AND . 
MIS/ WORK, ANY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE PLACE WHERE RESP KNOWS OR DISCOVERS PET TO BE 
MIS/LOCATED, ALL CONTACT IS PROHIBITED INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PERSONAL 
MIS/CONTACT AND CONTACT BY PHONE/TEXT 
MIS/MESSAGE/EMAIL/NOTES/SIGN8/SHOUTS/GESTURES/AND CONTACT WITH 3RD PERSONS, 
MIS/EMPLOYERS OR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES W/O DUE CAUSE 
DNA/N 
ORI IS PULLMAN PD PULLMAN 509 334-0802 
AKA/ROBERTSfLEE F 
AF~~/ROBERTSILEE FREDERICK 
SMTlsc'BUTTK 
SMT/SC CHEST 
SMT/SC FOOT 
AUG 1 0 2011 
039 
o 
P.O. BOX 8068 
MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT 
ALS UNIT 
P.O. BOX 7129 BOISE,ID 83707 
J:):3?"07$1 129 :B 07 j 
" 
AUG 1 0 20" ; .. U 
'-I ~.~. ,'~' .:: 
0, 
~ (:) 
t:p')r~:t ZiF' C!~)DE ~,:: 
;ll! .1" ,"! i',1'\i';i;'i\,~, 111 \ I \\ I \ III I I \II 
Driver Services @ PO Box 7129 
BOise 10 83707-1129 
IE 
(208) 334-8735 
dmv. 
I hereby certify that the following documents were received from the sender attached andlor 
incorporated together **: 
t1 /]¥ 
/0 
o 
o 
o 
0/ JLr' /·0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8/ 
;8 
o 
o 
o 
Notice of Suspension Advisory Fonn - Original 
Notice of Suspension Advisory - Goldemod 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Instrument Calibration 
Instrument Operations Log 
Certificate of Analysis/Approval 
Instrument Certification 
Officer Certification andlor Business Card 
Sworn Statement 
Incident! ArrestlNarrative Reports 
Witness Statements 
Interview 
LA W Incident Table 
Main Radio Log 
Affidavit andlor Order Finding Probable Cause 
Influence Report 
D.U.I. Intoxicant Report 
Pre-Booking Infonnation Sheet 
Photocopy of Citation( s) 
Evaluations 
Impound Report 
Towed Vehicle Report 
Field Sobriety Tests 
Vehicle Collision Report 
Teletype Records 
Request of Prosecuting Attorney for Infonnation 
Miranda Rights 
Photocopy of Driver's License-License NOT Seized 
Photocopy of Driver's License-License Seized 
Other documents attached and/or incorporated together**: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o ~) /! 0 
~~yee 
____ **-'S=.!!ta~pl~es~a~nd~o:!!:the:::!..r:!!:atta~c~hi~ng1...::d:::ev~ic:::::es::::ar:.::.e:.Ltypr.::ic:::al'71 c::re::::m~ov~ed:.:fr::.::o:::m.::do=cu=m=en:::ts:.:fo::::r.:.:th:::e p,::u.:::rp::::::os::.:e o:.f~ph::ot=oc:::::op~y::ing~a=nd:.:s=ca=nn=in~g~. _-'--_~_~O 4 
_7 
Revised 7-20060 1 
8/8/2011 6:32 From: I'1cCormic" , 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORlVlICK & ROKYT A, 
116 E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Fax: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
86lF177-3186 
IDAHO TRANSPORTA TION DEPARTMENT 
In the Matter of: D
D
124 
KAREN A. KIMBLEY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 
REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that Deborah L. McCormick enters her appearance in this 
matter on behalf of Karen A. Kimbley. All further pleadings, documents, and 
correspondence should be directed to Deborah L. McCormick at the above address. 
Ms. Kimbley hereby requests an administrative hearing regarding the 
suspension of her driver's license as a result of her arrest, which occurred on August 6, 
201L Counsel's available dates for said hearing within the nexf 30 days are: 
August 25 (after 1:00 p.m. MT); 
August 30 (all day); and 
September 1 (all day). 
At said hearing, Ms. Kimbley intends to raise several issues including, but not 
necessarily limited to, the follOWing: 
1. The peace officer did not have legal cause for the stop; 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND REQUEST FOR ADMINTSTRATlVE HEARING-1 
2 3 
8/8/201 6:32 liceorm W· , 866-777-3186 124 
2. The officer did not have legal cause to believe Ms. Jolmson had been 
driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while wlder 
alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of I.e. §§ 
18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006; 
3. The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of I.e. §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-
8006; 
4. The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance 
with the requirements ofLe. § 18-8004(4) or the testing equipment was not functioning 
properly when the test was administeredi and/ or 
5. Ms. Kimbley was not informed of the consequences of submitting to 
eVidentiary testing as required in I.e. § 18-8002A(2). 
DATED this 8th day of August, 2011. 
lvlcCOIUvlICK & ROKYTA, 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING - 2 
3 of 3 
043 
o 
.------------'--·-.-~,~~-,-:=O. N.,-B,-1o," D NOTi FICATION : FAX RECE.tVED SUCCESQ L:-:Y::--:i*h1*r-------------. 
SENT 
8/8/201111:31:14AM 
NOTES 
REMOTE (SID 
To: ITO, Driver Selvicers 
COMPANY: 
PHONE: 
FAX: (208) 332-4124 
FROM: Deb McCormick 
COMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: 
(208) 301-9291 
(866) 777-3186 
mccormicklawoffice@gmail~com 
SUBJECT: Karen A. Kimbley 
Attached is my Notice of Appearance and Request for Administrative Hearing for Ms, Kimbley. 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P,Q. Box 10005, Moscow, ID 83843 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly proh ibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service, We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
.. 044 
016 
Boise 10 
50050-IA 
REQUESTED BY: KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 1 
D R I V E R L ICE N S E RECORD 08/16/2011 
FOR: 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA 
RSTR: LENSES 
ID 83535 
LICENSE NO
BIRTH DATE
ISSUED: 05/05/2010 
EXPIRES: 12/03/2011 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: D 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: NOTLIC 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
TYPE DATE DESC CLS DOC # 
-------- ------------ --- ------------
CITN 01/14/03 BASIC RULE LOC:LEWISTON PST:25 CIT: 38 
CONV 01/21/03 GLTP PTS:3 CRT: LEWISTON 648ISTAR3029 
ORD: INFR 
FINE: 20.50 COSTS: 32.50 JAIL DAYS: 0 PROBATION: 0 BAC: . 
COMM 01/11/10 STOP 78 DELETED BY: 50046 (DL) 01/08/2010 
L027 01/11/10 ADMIN HEAR CASE 
L02L 01/19/10 SHOW CAUSE LTR 
L02N 01/19/10 TELEPHONE HEARNG 
CITN 11/03/09 NGLGNT DRVNG LOC:WASHINGTON 
CONV 02/01/10 GLTP PTS:3 CRT: 
FINE: 0.00 COSTS: 0.00 JAIL DAYS: 0 
657000017860 
657000017860 
657000017860 
RCVD04/12/10 
B00151570 
PROBATION: o BAC: 
SUSP 02/02/10 ALS08+0RDRUG TO 05/03/10 REIN 05/03/10 OPR 657000017860 
MFLM A01673560 
L02M 02/05/10 +TIME FOR EVDNCE 657000017860 
L31H 03/09/10 REQUIREMENTS/RDP 657000017860 
CONTINUED 
50050-IA 
REQUESTED BY: KIMBLEY KAREN ANN 
FOR: 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA 
DRIVER 
ID 83535 
L ICE N S 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN LICENSE NO
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA 
RSTR: LENSES 
TYPE DATE 
--------
MFLM 03/09/10 
MFLM 03/10/10 
MFLM 03/12/10 
COMM 04/27/10 
L050 05/03/10 
MFLM 06/02/10 
MFLM 06/02/10 
BIRTH DATE
ISSUED: 
ID 83535 EXPIRES: 
DESC 
------------
RLP REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS 
REQST RECONSIDERATION 
HO'S RECONSIDER OUTCOME 
A.!, REIN-FEE: $245.00 
REINSTATEMENT 
H.O.'S FINDINGS/FACTS 
ALS COMPL HEAR FILE 
15 R 15 C 0 
05/05/2010 
12/03/2011 
R D 
ISSUE 
(208) 
dmv. 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 2 
08/16/2011 
TYPE: DL 
CLASS: D 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: NOTLIC 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
A01674421 
A05689195 
A01690249 
002711066 
657000017860 
A01651994 
A01651994 
COMM 08/16/11 STOP 78 DELETED BY: 50050 (DL) 08/08/2011 
L027 08/16/11 ADMIN HEAR CASE 
PEND 09/05/11 ALS08+0RDRUG TO 09/05/12 
12 MONTH POINTS: 0 24 MONTH POINTS: 3 36 MONTH POINTS: 3 
CONTINUED 
657005771626 
OPR 657005771626 
MFLM A05771626 
50050-IA 
REQUESTED BY: KIMBLEY, KAREN Am~ 
FOR~ 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA 
D R I V E R 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA 
RSTR: LENSES 
TYPE DATE 
ID 83535 
DESC 
ID 83535 
L ICE N S 
LICENSE NO: 
BIRTH DATE: 
ISSUED: 
EXPIRES: 
E R E C 0 
 
05/05/2010 
12/03/2011 
(208) 
dmv. 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 3 
R D 08/16/2011 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: D 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: NOTLIC 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
POINTS ASSESSED ARE FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY, IN DETERMINING SUSPENSIONS 
FOR POINTS OR HABITUAL VIOLATIONS. 
*** ACTION PENDING *** 
*** ACTION PENDING *** 
END OF EXISTING RECORD 
AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, I AM AN 
OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CUSTODIAN OF DRIVING RECORDS. I 
HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOREGOING IS 
OF THE ORIGINAL DRIVING RECORDS 
AUGUST 16, 2011 
PY 
CUsTODIAN OF DRIVER REdoRDS \J 
SECTION 49-203 IDAHO CODE PROHIBITS THE RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN DRIVER LICENSE RECORDS TO UNAUTHORIZED PARTIES, WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL THE INFORMATION PERTAINS TO. 
***END OF DLR PRINT*** 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE,ID 83703 
TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE,ID 83707 
BEFORE TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
KIMBLEY, KAREN 
SUBPOENA DUCES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: -LATAH 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You are commanded to provide and documents: 
SUBPOENAED 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the 
condition that the requesting party, Attorney DEBORAH MCCORMICK, Phone #301-1174 
reasonable 
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing 
** 
CONTACT VICKI AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail to: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Unit 
Att: Vicki 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Vicki at 332-2004. 
Witness my hand ~his 29th da of AUGUST 2011. 
THE IDAlIO 
* *This subpoena is a single page document. attfl'dl'l'loA'1Ial documents requesting evidence 
this subpoena have NOT been '5Jn,IYfHYd'U'£IId/1 
conS,U:lg:~reD by the recipient of this SU,IDDI'i3f!lfJ8n ** 
the Hearing 'Examiner and should lJ.tg.be 
020 
In the Matter the 
Driving Privileges 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
File No. 657005771626 
D.L. No. JA376246B 
ORDER 
Idaho Code §18-8002A(7) allows for a subpoena to be issued by the hearing examiner 
ordering the appearance of the arresting officer, and IDAPA 39.02.72.300.01 provides for 
issuance of a subpoena for tangible evidence. The Hearing Examiner has issued 
Subpoena's for the evidence he deems relevant. All other requests are hereby denied. 
DATED this 29th day of AUGUST 2011. 
r 
ERIC G MOODY 
Hearing Examiner 
nrmF.R- 1 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE,ID 83703 
TELEPHONE # (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE,ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD THE STATE 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: DEPUTY DUKE - LATAH COUNTY UJULJLJJ!."'U.: 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer ERIC G MOODY of the 
Idaho Transportation Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a 
telephone conference call. 
YOU WILL NEED TO PROVIDE YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER TO THE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004. PRIOR 
TO THE DAY OF THE SCHEDULED HEARING .. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 6th day of SEPTEMBER 2011, at TWO o'clock 
(02:00P,M.)Monntain Time, 
**IIF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, 
PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT VICKI AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your 
subpoena by calling the Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before 
the hearing date listed above. 
Witness my hand this [29th 
Hearing Officer 
5 
IN E DAHO 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
STATE OF IDAHO 
No. JA376246B 
657005771626 
) 
) 
) 
) 
STAY 
---------------------------) 
Pursuantto Title 67, Idaho Code, and IDAPA rule 04.11.01 the Idaho 
Transportation Department is hereby ordered to stay KAREN ANN KIMBLEY's Idaho Code 
§18-8002A suspension effective the 6th day of SEPTEMBER 2011. The suspension shall be 
stayed indefinitely pending the administrative hearing and the written Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order. The petitioner is advised that the suspension shall be 
effective, unless otherwise ordered by the hearing examiner, and shall run for a period of 365 
days from said date. This stay does NOT apply to any COL Disqualification pursuant to 
Idaho Code §49-335. 
This stay shall not set precedent for stays in future Administrative License 
Suspension Hearings. 
DATED this 6th day of SEPTEMBER 2011. 
Hearing Examiner 
STAY ORDER - 1 
91Y2F:ll 
WAYNE RAUSCH 
(208) 882-2216 
02 
THE MA TIER OF DRIVING 
-- vs--
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY 
COVNTYSHERIFF 
POBOX 8068 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
PLAINTIFF{S) COURT: lID ADMIN BOARD 
CASE NO; NA 
DEFENDANT(S) PAPER(S) SERVED: 
SUBPOENA 
2 
201101234 
I. WAYNE RAUSCH, SHERIFF OF LATAH, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE DELIVERED TO ME . 
FOR SERVICE ON THE 30TH DAY OF AUGUST 2011. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, ON THE 31 S1 DAY OF AUGUST 201 j, AT 6:56 O'CLOCK A.M., I, SOT DOUG ANDERSON. 
BEING DULY A~THORIZED. SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MA TIER UPON 
*"" ** DEPUTY DARREN DUKE #. ~*. 
PERSONALLY AT; LATAH CO SO, MOSCOW 
W!TI;IN THE COUNTY OF LATAH, STATE OF IDAHO; 
SHERIFF'S F.EES: 35.00 
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE: 0.00 
_ .. --.,.-.~. ~~.- .~~ .. -
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED: 35.00 
MCCORMICK LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
POBOX 10005 
MOSCOW, 10 83843 
DATED.THJ~. 31ST DAY QF AUGUST 2011. 
WAYN~AAUSCH •. 
' .. SH'ERIFF" ': ... 
BY 
BY 
RETURNING OFFICER 
052 
02 
91212011 12083322002 
LV~-I..lJlj V1Vf", IlJ 'Wilt < glum; 
'" 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
, 
TELEPHONE # (208)332~2004' 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVlNG PRlVILE(;ES OF 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: DEPUTY DUKE b LATAH COUNTY SHERIFF 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer ERrC G MOODY of the 
Idaho Transportation Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a 
telephone conference call. 
YOU WILL NEED TO PRO VlDE YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER TO THE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (2081332-2004: PRIOR 
. TO THE DAY OF THE SCHEDULED HEARING .. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 6th day of SEPTEMBER 2011, at TWO o'clock 
(02:00P.M.)MouDtaiD Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOgNA, 
PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONl:ACT VICKI' AT (208) 332 .. 2004.,** . _,_'-. __ . _______ _ 
___ . ~ "' .. __... ..... ~_ ""_" .. - '._. ____ =-== _t... . 
Furtnel', pdQr to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your 
subpoena by calling the Idaho Trallsportation Department at (208)332~2004 before 
the hearing date listed above. . . 
Witness my hand'thiS i2;Z:th UGUST201l . 
.. B'~~ ~~. ODY 
Hearing Officer 
053 
025 
TIME RECHVED REMOTE (SID DURATION PAGES 
september 2 , 2011 12: 2,- . J2 Pfvl i'1DT 108 3 
r---F'rom: Mccormick & Roky€a, p[Le 866-777-3186 [0: 12083322002 
To: ITO, Driver Services ~- ALS Hearing Section 
f .., ,~ COMPANY: , PHON E: ~ 
FAX: (208) 332-2002 
~ i"i I!l ~ r; ~. 
FROM: Deb McCormick 
SENT 
COMPANY: McCormick 8: Rokyta, PLLC 
9/2/201110 :23:36 AM PHONE: (208) 301 -9291 
FAX: (866) 777-3186 
EMAIL: mccormicklawoffice@gmail.com 
SUBJECT: Karen A. Kimbley 
NOTES 
Attached is a return of service for the subponea served on Deputy Darren Duke. 
Thanks. 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005, Moscow, 10 83843 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
STATUS 
Received 
Page 1 Of 3 
Fax transmitted by Metro Hi Speed Email Fax Service 
metrohlspeed.com 
054 
026 
9/61201 866-177-3136 
STATE 
>JUJ.:..u .. ", RUSSELL CAMPBELL, 
Petitioner, 
.. 
VS. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
grATE OF IDAHO""'- } 
TRANSPORT AriON DEP ART~Ti ). 
Respondent. 
) 
). 
------~~--------~--~) 
FOR 
Case No. 
12083322~0Z 
" . 
;, CLEfl!< Of mSTHlCr COURT 
LATAH COUNTY ~,~ 
'B'f__ DEPUW 
" 
Derek ~u.ssell ~pbell eCampbell") has ~etitio~ ~his C~rt £01: judicial 
review of the adnrlnistrative suspension of his driver's license. which was by 
the Idaho T'ran5pO$~On Departrn.ent {;I the Departmen~). '. 
BACKGROuND 
.. 
On March 17,.2010; at 3:12 a.m., Idaho State Police Corporal Oint BaJdwin 
t'Baldwinfl) stopped the pickup Campbellwas driving for .speeding; suadd1~g a l~e 
diVider, and weaving onJ~Street in Moscow, Idaho. The stop ,was recorded 
, . 
. . 
visually via a recorder located in the front of Baldwin's patrol car and audibly via a 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
2. 
055 
02 
9/612!511 , PLlC 866-777-3186 
mi(:rop~.Ilol1e lotatf:(l on 
smell of alcohol/ and his admissi~ to having consumed some alcohol that night .. 
Baldwin had Campbell exit his pickup to perfonn. -OVU<'i? "'1.="" sobriety tests ("Fsts"). 
(Video at 5:30.) B~~'~ then checked l:anlpl::I~aU 
, After administerlngthe FSTs Baldwin wa1ke~ Campbell 
. ... 
went around the frOnt of the car to the opposite side to :retX;.eve a !X!;>llll~ device from 
ipside .. It too~ him approximately eleven seconds, during Which time he slammed the . 
car's door and another ve.hlc1e pas~d. (Video from 11:44 to 11:55.)- idter 
, Baldwin, :read Campbell the refusal pap~oIk, Campbell asked Baldwin ~ question, to . 
. 
which Campbelll'e,?ponded "I'D,1 sorry, 1 coul&t he~ YO":/' apparently due ~ th~ 
noise of a passing vehicle. (Video ~t 17:14.) 
, Larerl while still next to Gfmpbell, Baldwin got the Life10c FClO (a J:»:eath 
alcohol testing device) ready, 4Uring which a long s~es of laud beeps were hea'rd. ' 
(Video from· 18:42 to 20:59.) ~pbell's fust attempt' to submit a sample (ailed 
because he apparently did not blow ~d enough. (Video at ~35.) ~ second' 
sample registered .158. (Video at 24:57.) The third s~ple registered .145. (Video at 
27:26.) Campbell was arrested for driving ~der the influence of akohol in -violation 
of IDAHOCODB ANN. § 1~8004 (2004). 
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. review' of tha~ suspension., 
his attorney argued that the fifteen-min~te moniu):nn,g 'Olenc~a. oo.d not been observed •. 
, H~mg Officer Mark ~clmiond the:rerulter iSsl1el1 tln(:un~~sof fact and conclusions of 
. law and order, sustaWng Campbem~ license Stl.,Spet1lS1O:n. firidingSI the Hearing 
, . Officer indicated that". based 
. . 
complied "lith 
Idaho law and Idaho State ;Po1i,ce·Standard h">"" .. '<lI'h ... "y 1:":I:ocq;!dures. Find~gs of Fad 
, . 
and Conclusions of Law and Order ("J1FCLO") ""-u .... ''C<U. Campbell argues that 
the fifteelHrnnnte monitoiing period was not ",n.~r~ and that there were 
insufficient breath samples to suspend his license. 
STANDARD OFRIWIEW 
According ro IDAHO CODE ~. § 18--aOO2A(8) (2010), I/[al patty aggrieved by 
the decision of the hearing offker may seek-judicial rev:Lew of the decision in the 
manner pr~vide~ for judicial review of final agency action provided J:n chapter 52, title 
67, Idaho Code," A court must affirm the· action under review unless the agency's 
.'* \. .. • • 
findingS, inferences, .conclusions, or ~ecisions (a) vioiate statutory or constitu.ti~ 
provisions; (b) exce~ the',agency's statutory authorltyi (c) are made upon unlawful 
. procedure; (d) are not supported by'-substantial evidence in the record as a wholei or 
(e) are,arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. IDAHOCOOBANN. § 67-5279(3) 
. . 
(2004). To succeed on :review, a party challengm.g an agency decision must 
. . 
. . 
demonstrate tl1~~ fue agency erred i}l a manner .specified in IOAHO CoDE ANN. § 67 .. 
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See 
Ccuniy Comm#rs" 131 (1998). 
"mU5tbec~nedtotheagency II IDAHOCom~ANN .. §67-5277(2004). ID~O 
. . 
CODE ANN. § 67-5279(1) (2004) state:s an ag~cy decisiol'!.; a court 
. Elshall not substitute as to the weight of t.b.e 
evidence on qu~ons of fac'~." ~ete~tions are binding on a 
~wing cou:rt, even where is conflici:in~ evI(im!:e b4!f01e. the agency, so lon~ as 
the determinations are supported by sut>statntiial e'lr1(U;:!lce on the' re~l'd. Marshall v. 
state D~p't of Transp., 137 Idlilio 337,340,48 P.3d 666, 669 (Ct. App.2002) (citations 
onntted). 
ANALYSIS 
~~ Ba1~failed to sufficiently moidtor Campbell: for the requited fifteen minutes. 
Breath alcohol tests must be administered accor~g to Idaho ~te P<:HOO 
Stan~d Opemting ProCedures: Breath Testing (/lISP SOPsTl) in order for their 
results to enjoy a presumption of -reliability. Schroeder, 14?" Idaho at 478,210 P;3d at 
586. At the time of the administrative hearing 
been :revised in July ot 2009. 
If the necessary PfOCedru:eS are'not strl<:t1y fono~e~ test results will be 
. inadnrissible unless the State can e!;ltabIish, through expert tes~onYI the results' 
reliability notwithstanding the procedural deviation. Ill. (relying on State v. ,Chtiran, 
132 Idaho 341; 342-441 971 P.2d 1165, 1166-68 (Ct. App.1999». Accordingly, 
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1 § 18-8002A(7}( d). MfJimrin 'o. Stare, 
Dep'toJTnms. (In r~, Suspensi.mr. ojthe Driver's Licens~ ofMnhurin),l40 Idaho 656;658-59, 
99 P.Sd 125, 117'-28 (Ct 2004). AJJ noted'in Wheeler 1). Idaho TranspoP..afion 
nature of these rules is est:tblilshE!d through t:tse of the word I4must." The Departrn.ent 
is given 00 leeway a mand,~.tOlr:y procedural r,equirem:ent is coo~erned. 
~e such required procedure is the fifteen=m~ute pre-test wai~ period 
, " 
~uring which lithe {test] subj~t must be monitored .•. [and] the subject should not be 
allowed tc! smoke, drillk, eat or belch/burp/I ~SP SOP § 3.1. Such events could 
introduc~ aic?ool mto th~ subject's mouth. Olrs01l, 1331daho at 453~'988 P.2d at ZO. If 
any of thoS€ ~ents occur, the 0I'erat~ must widt another fifteen ntinutes, before. 
testing, to allow reMabsorption to occUr. State v: Defranco, 143 Idaho 335, ~7, 144 P.3d 
40,42 (Ct. App. 2006). Duting the flfteen--minute monitoring periQd, lithe operator 
must ~ alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of t4e br~th test." ISP 
SOP§3.1.S. 
The mandated mon:i.toring perl:od:is Llnot an onerous burden" unfairly foisted 
upon law enforcement offidals. DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 338, 144 P.3d at 43.' The 
.operator is not required .to "stare fixedly'? at the 8U~ject for fifteen minutes. Ben~tt v: 
State, Dep't ojTra::8p.; 147 Idaho 141, 144, 206 P.3d 505, 508 (Ct. App. 2(09) (citation 
6.rrutted). However, the monitoring Ulust "be such as could reasonably be expected to 
5 
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ordinarily met if the operatQ! ilstays cl~ physical PtCIXlnltt\r 
, test subject so that the officer's senses of sight, and hearing can be 
, ' 
143 Idaho at 338, 144 F.od at 43. Use of sight alone, is 
notenouen at144., ~06 P.3d at 508. 
have found noncompliance w:J.th the fifteen.Qminute mO!IUbJrll1lg 
Bennett! court found noncom:pliance because t1Ie 
, 
o.ffi~er left the room twice dUring the mo:nitonng period. 147 Idaho at 14!?, 206 P.3d at 
509. In DeF:anro, the court found noncompliance where ~ officer 
left the patrol cats rear doo~ ajar and then entered through the front passenger 
, door, called dispatch momentarily, !;tUd removed his breathalyzer equipment... ' 
{from the] front seat •... [and] walked around to the:rear of tJ1e vehicle, 
opened the trunk and looked through a file box in the trunk ... 
143 Idaho at 336, 144 P.3d at 41. The court found noncompliance even though the 
officer testified he could see, DeFranco through the gap betweenthe trunk. and the 
~ehicie and that he would have heard a burp', rd. In Carson the couitfound 
noncotnpliance where the officer wa~hed the ~bJect intermittently th.r~ugh the ' 
mtrror whi1;e driVing hUn to the S~tionl the officer had a hearing aid, it was rainiJlgi 
and the wiildshleld wipers we:re'On. Carson,l331daho at 453, 988 P.2d at 227., 
~ , 
In this case, Baldwin left Campbell on. the passenger side of his patrol car and " 
, 'went aroui.\d the front of the car ~o its opposite side to retrieve the testing device. This ' 
, is simil;:u- to the officer's' actions in DeFranco. 'I'his activity took Bal~win 
6 
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v""h";",l"" l'aB:sed. (Video from ~1:4A to 11:55.) While tlWCLWlIt s at1:ull1Vlt indics:be:s 
observed the mandatory fifteen.-n:unute waiting P~OdI II an affidavit alone is 
support a finding th.at proper procedures were follov,red.H i3eline!:t, 
Idaho at 145,. 206 P.3d. at 509. This is especially true where 
affidavit. 
Even if. Baldwin could see Campbell throughout his eleven...second to 
drivers side of the patrol car (which is not evident from the video); .ilis 
. . 
could not properly employ his senses of hearing and smell wh:ile he was away. 
is a record of passing cars making it difficult to hear. (Video at 17:1.) At the 
. . 
~al:dwin went to the other side of his car not only did ano~eJ; vehicle pass, .but he 
. dosed his Car's dooI', which would hav~ dro-Wnoootit a belch. Requiring the operator 
to remain ~ close proximity to the suspect:in order for ~ to utilize his senses of 
'. . 
. si~t, smell, and hearing is a l'ea5onable reqUirement. It minimizes the chance of error. 
Since the use of sight .done is not enough to properly monitor a suspect ~ Bennett, 
147 I~hO at 144, 206 P.3d at 508, tIte Hearing Officees conclusion that Baldwin 
properly monit9roo Campben is not supported by substantial evidence. ' 
2. The result of thl? last breath sample is ~uffid~nt to suppOrt Iii lkense 
suspension. 
The facts hete. show th~t Baldwin attempted to take breath test, samples at 22:35" 
24:51, and ?:1:26 into the stoP: ,As :noted above .. however, Baldwin left Cam;pbeli at the 
7 
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testing device £rom inside, returning to Campbell at 1~:55 
had, as required, re.-started the H£teen-m.inute monitoring period at that time... could 
have s~ testing 26:55 into the stop. The and 
they are not valid tests. 'That leaves only one test ;:JJ ........ V-','-I at. 27:26, 
one valid test (a.bsent fac~ notpresen~ here) is insufficient to suspend a driver's . 
liCense. 
The Department argues that ~en if the first two testS were ~onducted in , 
. . . 
violation ~f the mQ:oitm;ing requirements,' the last one was not and therefore 
constitutes a. sufficient basis to suspend CampbelY 5' driver's license. While the 
Department does not. have any aJ,'pellate authority for this contention,; it does cite a 
decision from another District Judge for this propositi0D: See, In the Matter. of frtl 
Driving Privileges ofJtffrey D. Simler, No. CV07~01649 (ID Dist. Ct .. Nov. 21, 2007). 
Simler, Judge Brodie ~onduded thai while the first l?reath test was administered after 
'. . . 
. . . 
only fourteen minutes of observation and was .therefore inadmissible, the second 
. . 
breath te~ was ad.n:rlnistered one mmute later,attd thus, provided "sufficient evidence 
in the record for Hearing Officer Moody to find the evidentiary breath test was 
properly administered/, fd. at 5. Suffic~ it to say I this ~ disagrees with Judge 
, .' 
Brodie's analysis. -. 
8 
. . 
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provided during a b~eath testing breath test' 
. , 
consis~ of two breath samples. It reads "[a] v .... "' ..... n lnClllaes two (2) valid 
breath sampl~s taken during the testing ':"""'''~''''I"'I'''''' separated by air blanks." ISP 
secon~ or third adeq~te sample as requested single test result 
rna):' be considered valid." The ISP does not othe-t way by which a 
, single sample can be considei:~d v?Jid. 
" 
, valid'samples and that one sample is not suttldJent lone t~t.is the fault of 
the subject. There is 1,l0 suggestion that the lone valid test was the :result.o£ anything 
Campbe~l did As 11 result; the Hearing Officer's conclusion that the II evidentiary test 
. 
was perfonned:in compliance with Idaho .Jaw and ISP :;UUltu:!l,U opera~g procedUre" 
is not supported by subrtantial evidence. 
CONCLUSION. 
The Hearing.Offic~ s findings are not supported by substantial evidence in the 
;record ~ a whole. Consequently, ihe Hearing Officer's. decision is vacated and th~ case 
. is remanded"to the Hearlng Officer. 
,>r '. '. 
Dated this day of October 20;1.0. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION, 
10 RStegner 
Dis~ct Judge 
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. I do hereby certify 
. Memorandum Opinion were deliveft~d 
COI'lrect copies 
.follo-wing ~hion to: 
foregoing 
. Edwin L.Litteneker 
322~ainSt. 
P.O. Box 321 
~wiston, lD 83501 
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Legal Section 
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Deborah L McCormick 
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NOTES 
To : ITO, Driver Services ~- ALS Hearing Section 
COMPANY: 
PHONE: 
FAX: (208). 332m2002 
FROM: Deb McCormick 
COMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: 
(208) 301 m9291 
(866) 777m3186 
mcco rmicklawoffice@gmail.com 
SUBJECT: Karen Kimbley 
Attached is a Memorandum Decision in Campbell v. ITO, CV-1 0-401, which we are submitting as an exhibit for 
today's hearing. 
Thanks! 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005, Moscow, ID 83843 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended reCipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly proh ibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
Fax transmitted by Metro Hi Speed Email Fax Service 
metrohispeed.com 
·065 
03 7 
Driver Services $ PO Box 7129 
Boise 10 83707-1"129 
PHONE: (208) 334 - 873 6 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN AUGUST 17, 2011 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535 
LIC#: JA376246B 
FILE#: 657005771626 
DOB:  
NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING 
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED AUGUST 06, 2011 THE 
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON 
SEPTEMBER 06, 2011 AT 02:00MT. THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACE TO: 
( ) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #: 
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: DEBORAH L MCCORMICK 
AT TELEPHONE #: 208-301-9291 
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE ERIC MOODY 
********************************************************************** 
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A * 
* CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. FAILURE TO REQUEST A * 
* CONTINUANCE WITHIN 7 DAYS MAY RESULT IN THE DENIAL OF REQUEST. * 
********************************************************************** 
THE HEARING OFFICER WILL TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE RECORDS REGULARLY 
MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT RULES, ALL MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA 
RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO STATUTES, AND REPORTED IDAHO COURT 
DECISIONS. 
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67, 
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE, 
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2004. 
CC: DEBORAH L MCCORMICK 
FORM 02H 10023 03.8 
10023 
PHONE: (208) 334- 8736 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN AUGUST 17, 2011 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535 
LIC#: JA376246B 
FILE#: 657005771626 
DOB:  
SHOW CAUSE LETTER 
THE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED YOUR HEARING REQUEST IN A TIMELY MANNER AND 
FORWARDED THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO THE HEARING EXAMINER SECTION. THE 
HEARING EXAMINER HAS EXTENDED THE HEARING DATE, PURSUANT TO I.C. 18-
8002A(7), DUE TO: 
(XXX) DRIVER'SjATTORNEY'S DATES OF AVAILABILITY 
A CONFLICT WITH THE HEARING OFFICER'S SCHEDULE 
ALLOW TIME FOR THE RECEIPT OF SUBPOENAED EVIDENCE REQUESTED BY 
THE PETITIONER 
OTHER: 
********************************************************************** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
THE SCHEDULING OF THE HEARING SHALL NOT OPERATE *********** 
AS A STAY OF THE SUSPENSION AND ANY TEMPORARY *********** 
PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER *********** 
SERVICE OF THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. *********** 
********************************************************************** 
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67 1 
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF THE 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. THIS HEARING PROVIDES YOU OR YOUR 
ATTORNEY AN OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL ON YOUR BEHALF. IF YOU NEED FURTHER 
E, PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005. 
FORM 02L 10023 
06 
03 
}> THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT., ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING UNIT'S PHONE NUMBER IS (208) 332-2004. THE FAX NUMBER IS 
(208) 332-2002. THE MAI~ING ADDRESS IS PO BOX 7129, BOISE 10 83707-1129. 
The Hearing is YOUR chance of presenting witnesses and giving evidence before the U",n"rfm,:nt The Hearing also provides you or 
your attorney an opportunity to appeal. To stop the suspension YOU must demonstrate to Hearing Officer by a preponderance of the 
evidence that: 
1. The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop you. 
2. The peace officer did not have legal cause to believe you were driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence 
of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provision of Section 18-8004, 18-8004C, or 18-8006 Idaho Code. 
3. The evidentiary test did not show an alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of Section 18-
8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006 Idaho Code. 
4. The test for alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances was not conducted in accordance with the requirements of Section 18-8004(4), 
Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was administered. 
5. You were not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing. 
» If you have not provided a telephone number at which YOU can be reached, or the number contained in the notice is wrong, or if you have a 
number that is more convenient for you, notify the Administrative Hearing Unit at (208) 332-2004. If you fail to provide a phone number for the 
given time and date contained in the Notice of Hearing. it will be concluded that you failed to attend the hearing and the matter may be 
decided in your absence. All hearings will be recorded. 
}> If you need assistance to participate in the hearing because of speech, hearing, language, or other special needs, immediately contact the 
Administrative Hearing Unit at (208) 332-2004. Necessary arrangements can be made to assist you. 
}> The Administrative Hearing must be held within twenty (20) days of the receipt of the Request for Hearing. However, upon showing good 
cause, the Hearing Officer may grant an extension of up to ten (10) additional days in which to hold the hearing. Any extensions shall not stay the 
suspension, or the duration of your temporary permit (if one was issued). 
}> Documents to be presented to the Hearing Officer at the hearing for his consideration are enclosed with this hearing notice. Any 
additional relevant documents received by the department after this initial notice will be mailed to you. You have a right to object to the 
inclusion of any documents into the hearing record. The Hearing Officer will make the final determination. You also have the right to submit other 
documents to the Hearing Officer for consideration. These documents must be provided prior to the hearing. 
}> An attorney or other adult representative may represent you at the hearing, but representation is not required. It is your responsibility to 
arrange for any type of representation. 
)- If you intend to call witnesses, it is your responsibility to have those witnesses available on the date and time of the hearing. The law does not 
require the arresting officer to be present at the hearing unless subpoenaed. 
}> If your witnesses are unwilling to participate voluntarily, or documents are not provided voluntarily, you may submit a request to the 
Hearing Officer that a subpoena be issued. Please mail or fax any requests for subpoenas to the information provided above. This 
should include the name of the witness and any documents or records in possession of the witness you wish to be produced. Upon issuance of . 
the subpoena by the Hearing Officer, you will be responsible to serve the subpoena to the witness at least 72 hours prior to the hearing 
and provide a certificate of service to the Hearing Officer prior to the hearing date. You may be required to pay in advance, if demanded, 
witness fees and travel fees in accordance with Idaho Civil Procedures. 
}> Hearings are conducted in an informal but orderly manner All testimony is laken under oath or affirmation. The Hearing Officer has the sole 
authority for the conduct of the hearing and will: 
1. Explain the issues and the meaning of terms that are not clearly understood. 
2. Explain the order in which you will testify, ask questions or offer rebuttal. 
3. Assist you in asking questions of other witnesses. 
4. Question you and witnesses to obtain relevant facts. 
5. Determine if testimony and documents being offered are relevant. 
6. Maintain control of the hearing so it will progress in an orderly manner that protects your rights. 
7. Issue a written decision following the hearing. 
}> Your rights in a hearing are: 
1. To have a representative. 
2. To testify. 
3. To present witnesses and documents. 
4. To question witnesses. 
5. To respond to the evidence presented. 
6. To make a brief statement of your position at the end of the hearing. 
}> You may petition for the disqualification of the assigned Hearing Officer and have a new one appointed if you have cause to believe that 
the assigned officer is bias, prejudiced or for some reason unable to give you a fair hearing on the matter. The petition must be sent to the 
Administrative Hearing Unit office. Your suspension shall not be stayed if such a petition results in the delay of the hearing. 
}> If you wish to cancel your hearing, your request must be mailed or faxed to the information provided above. Failure to do so will result in 
the hearing proceeding as scheduled and a default finding being made in your absence. 
}> If you need to request a continuance or reschedule the hearing. The request must be mailed or faxed to the information provided above 
prior to the hearing date. If the hearing cannot be held within 30 days from the date of service you will need to include a statement iJ1\ 6 
your request that says you acknowledge that the hearing will not be held within the 30 day statutory time, and that you are aware thU 
your suspension will remain in effect. 0 .10 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Vicki Johnson 
Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11 :40 AM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmail.com) 
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Attorneys at Law 
116 E. Third Street, Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Telephone: (208) 301-9291 
Fax: (866) 777-3186 
Deborah L. McCormick * 
Ashley S. Rokyta 
*Licensed in Idaho and Washington 
August 29, 2011 
BY FAX: (208)332-2002 
Eric Moody 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services, Administrative Hearing Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
Re: Karen Kimbley 
licen
Dear Eric: 
I write to request issuance of the following Subpoena Duces Tecums: 
1. Directed to the Latah County Sheriff Deputy Darren Duke: 
a. All his training records for the past five (5) years, including but not 
limited to those related to administration of standard field sobriety 
tests and administering breath tests; and 
~ Documentation that he was currently certified as of August 6, 2011, 
to adminster breath tests using the Intoxilyzer SOOOEN. 
2. Directed to Latah County Breath Testing Specialist for: 
a. Documentation that all officers who performed calibration checks on the 
Intoxilyzer SOOOEN SN 68-013022 during May 6, 2011, through August 6, 
2011, were currently certified to do so. 
In addition, please issue a Subpoena requiring Deputy Duke's participation in the ALB 
telephone hearing scheduled in this matter for September 6, 2011, at 2:00 p.m. MT. 
Sincerely, 
Deborah 1. McCormick 
cc: Karen Kimbley 
070 
TIME RECEIVED 
August 29 , 2011 10 : 14: 34 AM 
S EN T 
8/29/2011 9:12:52 AM 
NOTES 
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To: ITO, Driver Services -- ALS Hearing Section 
COMPANY: 
PHONE : 
FAX: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: Deb McCormick 
C OMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: 
(208) 301 -9291 
(866) 777-3186 
mcco rmicklawoffice@gmail.com 
S UBJECT: Karen Kimbley 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005, Moscow, 10 83843 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this te lecopy is stric tly prohibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the nu mber 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returnin g the message to us. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Vicki Johnson 
Monday, August 29,2011 2:13 PM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmaiLcom) 
SUBPOENA FOR DEPUTY DUKE FOR: KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Vicki Johnson 
Monday, August 29, 2011 2:00 PM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmail.com) 
SUBPOENA FOR DEPUTY DUKE'S CERTIFICATION CARD FOR: 
DOC.PDF 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Vicki Johnson 
Monday, August 29,2011 2:05 PM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmail,com) 
ORDER FOR: KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
DOC,PDF 
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o 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYT A, PLLC 
116 E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.o. Box 10005 
Moscow I ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Fax: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
866-777-3186 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
In the Matter of the License 
Suspension of: 
KAREN A. KIMBLEY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Idaho DL 
File #6570
MOTION TO STAY 
SUSPENSION 
Comes now the Driver, through her attorney Deborah L. McCormick, and moves 
the Idaho Transportation Department for a stay in the suspension of the Driver's 
privileges. This request is based on the following: 
1. Counsel filed a timely request for hearing on August 8, 201l which 
included counsel's available dates for a hearing within 30 days of the date Ms. Kimbley 
was issued the Notice of Suspension. 
2. Counsel's office received a phone can from lTD, ALS Unit regarding 
scheduling the appoint who told cotmsel's office that the hearing officer's first available 
date vvas not until September 6, 2011. 
3. September 6, 2011 is one day after the expiration of Ms. Kimbley's 
temporary driving privileges pursuant to the Notice of Suspension. 
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in Albio~ Washington, every day to 
conduct patient evaluations at Avalon Care Center in Pullman, 
Washington. She may lose her employment pending resolution of this matter if a stay is 
not granted. Without the stay, Ms. Kimbley will necessarily denied, as a practical 
matter, the relief which she :is seeking by of requesting an administrative hearing. 
5. It is understood that if this stay is not granted, the Driver would only have 
recourse by appeal to the Second Judicial District, Latah COlmty, and the suspension 
would be in effect unless the District Court issued a stay. 
7. Second District Judge John Stegner recently ordered a stay in the matter of 
e. Jack Platz (ITD File No. 657000082278) pursuant to his authority under I.e. § 67-
5271 (2) in order to protect important due process rights. 
Therefore the Driver prays that the Transportation Department stay his 
suspension, pending a hearing and finding by the Hearing Officer. 
Dated this 1st day of September, 2011. 
McCCHUvfICK & ROI<'{Ti\, PLLC 
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SENT 
9/1/2011 3:52:42 PM 
NOTES 
To : iTO, Driver Services -- ALS Hearing Section 
COMPANY: 
PHON E: 
FAX: (208) 332·2002 
FROM : Deb McCormick 
COMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: 
(208) 301 -9291 
(866) 777-3186 
mceo rmicfdawoffice@gmail.com 
SUBJECT : Karen Kimbley 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P,O, Box 10005, Moscow, 10 83843 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
Fax transmitted by Metro Hi Speed Email Fax Service 
metrohispeed.com 
Attorneys at Law 
Deborah L. McCormick * 
Ashley S. Rokyta 
September 2, 2011 
Eric Moody 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services, Administrative Hearing Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
Re: Karen
Licen
Dear Eric: 
116 E. Third Street, Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Telephone: (208) 301-9291 
Fax: (866) 777-3186 
'Licensed in Idaho and Washington 
Enclosed is a CD, which I am submitting as an exhibit in the above-referenced matter. 
Sincerely, 
Deborah L. McCormick 
cc: Karen Kimbley 
Driver Services' PO Box 7129 
Boise 10 83707-1129 
KIMBLEY KAREN ANN 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME FOR EVIDENCE 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
SEPTEMBER 06 2011 
LIC# JA376246B 
FILE# 657005771626 
DOB:  
AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING WAS HELD ON SEPTEMBER 06, 2011, AND A 
MOTION/REQUEST WAS MADE TO LEAVE THE RECORD OPEN TO ALLOW TIME TO 
OBTAIN AND PRESENT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE. THE HEARING OFFICER GRANTED 
THE MOTION/REQUEST AND THE RECORD WILL BE HELD OPEN FOR 15 DAYS FROM 
THE DATE THE HEARING WAS HELD. THE MOTION/REQUEST SHALL NOT STAY THE 
SUSPENSION NOR EXTEND THE EXPIRATION DATE OF THE THIRTY (30) TEMPORARY 
PERMIT. 
IF THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IS RECEIVED PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE 
15 DAY TIME FRAME, THE RECORD WILL BE CLOSED AT THE TIME THE 
EVIDENCE IS RECEIVED AND A FINDING OF FACT WILL BE ISSUED. 
IF THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IS NOT RECEIVED WITHIN THE 15 DAY TIME 
FRAME, THE RECORD WILL BE CLOSED AND A FINDING OF FACT WILL BE ISSUED. 
IF THE EVIDENCE CANNOT BE OBTAINED WITHIN 15 DAYS, PLEASE CONTACT 
OUR OFFICE PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE 15 DAYS TIME FRAME AT 
(208) 332-2004 TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL TIME TO OBTAIN THE EVIDENCE. 
FORM 02K 10023 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Vicki Johnson 
Wednesday, September 07,2011 8:53 AM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmaiLcom) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Vicki Johnson 
Tuesday, September 06, 2011 9:44 AM 
Deborah McCormick (mccormicklawoffice@gmaiLcom) 
STAY ORDER FOR: KIMBLEY, KAREl\! ANI\! 
DOC.PDF 
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Driver Services ~ 
Boise 10 83707 ~ 1129 
KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
PO BOX 375 
JULIAETTA ID 83535 
PENDING ACTION 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
SEPTEMBER 06, 2011 
LIC#:: JA376246B 
FILE#:: 657005771626 
DOB:  
THIS IS TO NOTIFY YOU THAT EFFECTIVE 09:40 A.M. SEPTEMBER 06, 2011, 
THE WITHDRAWAL PERIOD FOR: 
ADMIN LIC SUSP BAC .08+/DRUGS/INTOX SUBS I.C. 18-8002A 
IS TEMPORARILY STOPPED: 
PENDING ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING AND HEARING OFFICERS DECISION 
YOUR CLASS D DRIVING PRIVILEGES ARE CLEAR UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED. 
THE ORIGINAL WITHDRAWAL DATES ARE NO LONGER VALID. IN THE EVENT THE 
WITHDRAWAL IS RE-ENFORCED, CORRECTED DATES WILL BE ISSUED WITH CREDIT 
GIVEN FOR ANY TIME SPENT UNDER WITHDRAWAL. 
FORM 030 10023 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Attachments: 
Eric G. Moody 
Hearing Officer 
Eric Moody 
Monday, September 19,20111:28 PM 
mccormicklawoffice@gmaiLcom 
Kimbley ALS decision 
KIMBLEY, KAREN.doc 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain legally privileged and confidential information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please 
notify this sender immediately and do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose its contents or take any 
action in reliance on the information it contains. 
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TRANSPORTATION 
IN THE OF THE ) IDAHO NO.JA376246B 
DRIVING OF ) FILE No. 657005771626 
) 
) FINDINGS AND 
KAREN ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
) ORDER 
This matter came on for Administrative License Suspension (ALS) hearing on 
September 06, 2011, by telephone conference. Deborah McCormick, Attorney at Law, 
represented Kimbley. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to Idaho Code 
§18-8002A* is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LISTt 
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence as part of the 
record of the proceeding: 
1. Notice of suspension 
2. Evidentiary test results 
3. Evidentiary test results 
4. Sworn statement 
5. Teletype records 
6. Envelope from law enforcement agency 
7. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents 
8. Petitioner's hearing request 
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9. Petitioner's driving record 
O. Subpoena-duces tecum 
11. Order 
12. Subpoena-civil 
13. Order 
Affidavit of service 
B. Campbell v. lTD Memorandum opinion 
C. DVD 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS~ 
Deputy Darren Duke testified: 
1. Two attempts were made to obtain breath samples from Kimbley. 
2. The lntoxilyzer's clock was used to determine the start of the observation period. 
3. Kimbley's mouth was checked after the waiting period began. 
4. Went to an interview room and played the notice of suspension advisory form. 
S. After thirteen to fourteen minutes, the lntoxilyzer was started. 
6. Both of Kimbley's breath samples were deficient. 
7. The deficient samples were insufficient to give an objective recording of breath samples. 
8. After obtaining the deficient samples, another waiting period was performed. 
9. Kimbley was walked back to the interview room for the second waiting period. 
10. After another 13 minutes went back to the Intoxilyzer room and programmed the 
intoxilyzer. 
11. Had turned off this video recording when calling and talking to his sergeant about 
Kimbley's asthma. 
12. The phone call was made in another room. 
13. Upon returning to the room, forgot to turn the video recording back on. 
Kimbley testified: 
1. The video of this incident has not been reviewed. 
2. When searched faced a wall. 
Ti'Tl\TnTNC::S OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER - 2 
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3. Deputy Duke's location when she was searched was unknown. 
After being searched, was taken to a room and played an 
5. Not told she was going to be observed for fifteen minutes. 
6. When the fifteen-minute period had started or ended is not known. 
7. Attempt was made to provide a breath sample into the Intoxilyzer. 
8. Informed an insufficient breath sample would be considered a refusal. 
9. Deputy Duke was informed about her asthma. 
10. Deputy Duke was told that she was blowing into the Intoxilyzer as hard as she could. 
11. After the first test, went to another room for another fifteen -minute observation period. 
12. During the observation period, Deputy Duke was in the room for part of the time and 
probably went to another room three to four different times. 
13. This other room is adjacent to the room where she was located. 
14. Deputy Duke walked out of her sight while going into the other room. 
Deputy Duke's additional testimony: 
1. When making a phone call to his sergeant was in and out of the room. 
2. After informing Kimbley about starting another breath test, went to the Intoxilyzer room 
to get the time. 
Ms. McCormick's comments and arguments: 
1. ISPFS§SFSTs **require a fifteen-minute monitoring period. 
2. The monitoring period is to ensure mouth alcohol and other substances were not 
introduced into the driver's mouth from belching or burping. 
3. The Wheeler decision noted the driver meets their burden of proof when there is a 
violation of the mandatory regulations such as the fifteen-minute observation period. 
4. The Carson case noted the police officer's observation must accomplishes the fifteen:. 
minute observation requirements. 
5. Carson noted when the police officer's attention is directed to other matters, the 
monitoring period is insufficient. 
6. The DeFranco and Bennett cases stated a police officer must be able to use a 
combination of senses in order to properly monitor the driver. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER - 3 8 
7. Defranco noted sight alone was insufficient for an observation period. 
8. Bennett stated an insufficient observation a police officer left the 
room. 
9. Exhibit C shows Deputy Duke was not always in a position to visibly observe Kimbley. 
10. After Deputy Duke had started the monitoring period, Exhibit C notes Deputy Duke left 
Kimbley's location. 
11. Deputy Duke did not ask the police officers were near Kimbley if she had belched. 
12. Deputy Duke did not inform Kimbley not to belch or to inform him if she did belch. 
13. Deputy Duke's testimony is inconsistent with Exhibit C. 
14. Deputy Duke is unsure as to whether he had walked out of the room. 
15. Kimbley'S testimony is consistent with the events noted in Exhibit C even though 
Kimbley did not review Exhibit C prior to this ALS hearing. 
16. Kimbley noted that Deputy Duke left the room several times during the monitoring 
period. 
17. Given the time it took Deputy Duke to talk to his sergeant and to obtain the time form the 
Intoxilyzer's clock, the printout times are inconsistent with times Deputy Duke has 
provided. 
18. Exhibit B notes a comparison between this case and the Bennett case. 
19. Exhibit B shows the monitoring period was inadequate when the police officer left the 
patrol vehicle. 
20. Exhibit B further states that sight alone is not enough for a proper monitoring period. 
21. As noted in Exhibit B, an affidavit's standard (boilerplate) language is not credible when 
video evidence provides the contrary evidence. 
DISCUSSION 
Ms. McCormick requested that the record remain open for fifteen days in order to 
submit a video. As of the date of this Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, the 
video has been submitted (Exhibit C) and will be considered a part of the record along with the 
exhibits, testimony, and arguments submitted to the record on September 6, 2011. 
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I, having heard the issues raised by the driver; having 
considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter herein; and being 
advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of Fact: 
PURSUANT To § 
OF PROOF By A 
HAS 
EVIDENCE REGARDING ALL 
CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS ISSUES RAISED By PETITIONER. 
DID DEPUTY DARREN DUKE HAVE LEGAL CAUSE To STOP THE VEHICLE 
KIMBLEY WAS DRIVING? 
1. Deputy Duke observed the vehicle driven by Kimbley fail to maintain the vehicle's lane 
of travel by crossing over the fog line in violation ofIdaho Code §49-637. 
2. Deputy Duke had legal cause to stop the vehicle driven by Kimbley. 
2. 
DID DEPUTY DUKE HAVE LEGAL CAUSE To BELIEVE KIMBLEY VIOLATED 
IDAHO CODE §18-8004? 
1. Deputy Duke observed Kimbley driving a motor vehicle. 
2. Kimbley exhibited the following behaviors: 
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage 
b. Admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages 
c. Impaired memory 
d. Glassy eyes 
e. Bloodshot eyes 
3. Kimbley met the decision points on the horizontal gaze nystagmus and the walk and turn 
SFSTstt. 
4. Deputy Duke had sufficient legal cause to arrest Kimbley and request an evidentiary test. 
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CODE §§18-8004, 18-8004C, OR 18=8006? 
1. The analyses of Kimbley's breath samples indicated a BrAO! of .126/.127. 
2. Kimbley was in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004. 
WAS THE 
REQUIREMENTS 
TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE 
IN IDAHO CODE AND ISPFS SOPS? 
1. Deputy Duke's affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance with 
Idaho Code and ISPFS SOPs. 
2. ISPFS SOP § 6.1 provides a fifteen minute monitoring period is required prior to an 
evidentiary breath test. (SOPs are located at: www.isp.idaho.gov/forensic/alcohol.html). 
3. Unlike Kimbley's ALS testimony, the DVD (Exhibit C) at 22:21:33 provides Deputy 
Duke informing Kimbley about the fifteen-minute monitoring period and the reasons for 
the monitoring period. 
4. Exhibit C shows Deputy Duke informed the jail staff that he started Kimbley's first 
monitoring period at approximately 22:12:41. 
5. During the first monitoring period, Exhibit C (between 22: 12:47 and 22:29:53) provides 
Deputy Duke continuously in close proximity to Kimbley, able to use a combination of 
all of his senses to monitor Kimbley, and that he did not leave Kimbley's presence at any 
time before Deputy Duke had Kimbley blow into the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. 
6. Exhibit C additionally shows Kimbley's first monitoring period was in excess of fifteen 
minutes. 
7. Deputy Duke's ALS testimony noted the reasons for leaving Kimbley's location after 
Kimbley's first breath test and prior to the start of her second monitoring period. 
8. Kimbley's two breath test printouts (Exhibits 2 and 3) demonstrate sufficient time for 
Deputy Duke to communicate with his sergeant and restart Kimbley's fifteen-minute 
monitoring period. 
9. Kimbley's testimony noted she assumed the number oftimes Deputy Duke left her 
presence and she had no idea when or if he had restarted the monitoring period. 
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10. Kimbley's recollection of what occurred between the first and second evidentiary breath 
testing sequence is based upon at time when her memory was impaired (see Y..JL'kLHVL 
DUI NOTES) and having an alcohol content that was in excess of the legal limit to drive 
a vehicle (see Exhibit 3). 
11. It is reasonable to deduce if Deputy Duke conducted Kimbley's first evidentiary breath 
testing sequence in accordance with ISPFS SOPs, by natural habit, Deputy Duke would 
follow proper procedures again when he restarted the monitored period Kimbley's 
second evidentiary breath testing sequence. 
12. Kimbley's two subject tests noted in Exhibit 3 being within 0.02 of each other as required 
by SOP §6.2 strongly shows the absence of alcohol contamination in Kimbley's breath 
pathway as the result of an improper monitoring period (see SOP § 6.2.2.2). 
13. Kimbley's evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code and SOPs. 
50 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT FUNCTION PRO PERL Y 
THE TEST WAS ADMINISTERED? 
1. The evidentiary breath-testing instrument used to test Kimbley's breath sample 
completed a valid performance verification check at 2253 hours on August 06,2011. 
2. The valid performance verification check approved the instrument for evidentiary testing 
in accordance with ISPFS SOPs. 
3. The evidentiary testing instrument functioned properly when the test was administered. 
6. 
W AS KIMBLEY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HER IDAHO 
DRIVING PRIVILEGE? 
1. Kimbley was played the Idaho Code § § 18-S002 and IS-S002A advisory recording prior 
to submitting to the evidentiary test. 
2. Kimbley was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing evidentiary testing 
pursuant to Idaho Code § § IS-S002 and 18-S002A. 
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FOREGOING FACTS. 
FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, I CONCLUDE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF THE 
SET 
JJiCJjL",JiL./ COMPLIED 
ORDER IS 
ORDER 
suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension 
Code §18-8002A is SUSTAINED. 
THE 
THE STAY ORDER IS HEREBY QUASHED AND THE SUSPENSION 
SET FORTH IN THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OF 
EVIDENTIARY TESTING SERVED BY DEPUTY DUKE 
2011, SHALL BE REINSTATED FOR ONE-YEAR 
SEPTEMBER 24, 2011, AND REMAIN IN EFFECT 
SEPTEMBER 24, 2012. 
DATED this 19th day of September 2011 
Eric G. Moody 
ADMINISTRA TIVE HEARING EXAMINER 
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(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, 
This is a final order of the Department. 
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation Department's 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 
within fourteen (14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing examiner fails to act 
upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied. 
Alternatively, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by 
this final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final order and all 
previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in 
the district court of the county in which: 
1. A hearing was held; 
2. The final agency actions were taken; or 
3. The party seeking review of the order resides. 
An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date ofthis final order. The 
filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the 
order under appeal. 
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* Idaho's Implied Consent Statute 
t Idaho Transportation Department's (lTD hereafter) exhibits are numeric, Petitioner's exhibits 
are alpha 
t Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing 
§ Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
** Standardized field sobriety tests 
It Standardized field sobriety tests 
tt Breath Alcohol Concentration 
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Deborah McCormick 
McCORMICl< & 
116 E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 3014 9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
12083322002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE'STATE OF IDAHO, AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
3 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) Case No. (!f/- O/"O//~. v OO/O=<7d 
; LI./ "-
Petitioner, ) 
) 
l /b»(f tt/dl 11/ ' 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW /1:" 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Fee Category: 
Fee: 
L3 
$88.00 
Petitioner, Kru'en Ann Kimbley, by and through her attorney, hereby seeks 
judicial review of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order ("Order") 
issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("lTD") on September 19,2011" in lTD 
File No. 657005771626. 
1. Said order was issued following an administrative license suspension 
hearing conducted on September 6, 2011. 
2. The ALS hearing was recorded by Hearing Examiner Eric Moody, and 
ITD should be in possession of such recording. 
PETITION FOR JUDlCIAL REVIEW -1 
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on judidall'eview include, but are not limited to whether 
breath test. 
4. A transcript the ALS hearing conducted on September 6, 2011, is hereby 
requested. 
5. Counsel for Petitioner hereby certifies that all costs for preparation of the 
transcript and/ or record will be paid upon receipt of an estimate for the same. 
DATED this "1f~ day September/20ll. 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
(;l~ti-U. 
eborah L. McCormi ' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the p-L/vtv -day of September, 2011, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the 
following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
p.o. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
__ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered . 
---_~ Overnight Mail . 
iL Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
o 
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SENT 
9/24/2011 10:35 :54 AM 
NOTES 
REivlOTE (SID 
To: ITO, Driver Services -- ALS Hearing Section 
COMPANY: 
PHONE: 
FAX: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: Deb McCormick 
COMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
PHONE: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: 
(208) 301 -9291 
(866) 777-3186 
mcco rmickrokyta@gmail.eo m 
SUBJECT: Kimbley 
FYI: Attached Is a copy of the Petition for Judicial Review that I wi ll be filing on Monday, September 26. Please 
note that it includes a request for a transcript of the September 6 ALS hearing. 
Thank you. 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005, Moscow, ID 83843 
mccorm ickrokyta@gmail.com 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on this cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
09:6 
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Driver Services PO Box 7129 
Boise 10 83707-1129 
(208) 334-8735 
Date: September 26, 2011 
Wally Hedrick 
Hedrick Court Reporting 
PO Box 578 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Re: KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN, A.L.S. File #657005771626 
Administrative License Suspension, Date of Hearing: September 6,2011 
Dear Mr. Hedrick 
dmv, 
Please find enclosed the recording of the administrative hearing as referenced 
above. The hearing is approximately 30 minutes long. Please prepare an estimate of the 
transcription cost, and submit the estimate to the State's assigned attorney. Please send a 
copy of the estimate to my attention as well. The attorney representing the State in this 
case is: 
Ed Litteneker 
Attorney At Law 
POBox 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 746-0344 
If the transcript cannot be completed within 14 days of the receipt of the estimated 
cost, please notify the State's attorney. Upon completion ofthe transcript send the 
original and two copies to the State's attorney for filing with the court along with the 
administrative record. The final billing, of course, should go to the State's attorney. If 
you have any questions, please contact me at (208) 334-4465. 
Si~cer,~ /)z/(;t4/~ 
HalPutnam,~~ 
Driver RecordS' Program Supervisor 
Driver Services 
enc: cd recording for KIMBLEY, KAREN ANN 
n 
v 
TIME RECEIVED REMOTE CSID 
september 28 , 2011 4: 14:13 PM MDT 12088835719 
10/09/20 13 03:11 FAX 12088835719 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORl\1ICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
116 E. Thirci St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301;.9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDIOAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KMrnN ANN KThffiUN, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
ORDER FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 
The ex parte motion of Petitioner for stay pending appeal-and a Petition for 
Judicial Review having been filed with this court, and-good cause appearing: 
STATUS 
Received 
.OOOl/()002 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/ or enforcement ofthe Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation 
Department ("ITO") on September 19, 20111 in ITD File No. 657005771626, suspending 
Petitioner's driving privileges is hereby STAYED during the pendency of appeal of said 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL-1 098 
07'0 
101 : 1 I4J 0002/0002 
order. Petitioner's driving are 011'ai-"'''''''' ordered reinstated during the 
nc,.,-,rlo·nf''n of appeal. 
DATED this 18\iay _~~ __ .........-J 2011. 
.-".-' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVI 
I hereby certify that on the day of 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the m 
2011" I served a true 
od indicated and addressed to 
the folloWing: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
-V--'-" .... JW .. ' FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL - 2 
__ U.S.Mail 
Hand' Delivered 
--
__ Overnight Mail 
t-/Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
_--::;;;- U.S. Mail 
----''''---
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (866) m-3186 
__ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
--
__ Overnight Mail 
~~ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
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HEDRIG 
"COU RT REPORT! NG 
EDWIN LITTENEKER , ESQ . 
Attorney at Law 
P"O. Box 321 
Lewiston , ID 8350 1 
September 29 , 2011 
RE: Kqren Ann Kimbley, A.L .S. File #657005771626 
A.L . S . , Date of Hearing: September 6 , 2011 
Dear Mr. Litteneker : 
Per the request of the Supervisor of Driver Records, 
Hal Putnam , weare hereby providing you with an 
estimate of the transcription costs in the above 
entitled matter. 
Cost of preparing an original plus two copies from the 
cassette tape provided by the state, with an estimated 
length of 30 minutes is: 
$230 . 00 
Delivery time is 10 working d~ys from "the date that we 
receive written authority to" proceed from Petitioner's 
legal counsel. Petitioner ' s payment must be received 
prior to delivery of the transcript. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
HEDRICK COURT REPORTING 
Jerrie S ~ Hedrick 
ICSR #61 
cc: Hal Putnam 
"" 
POST OFFICE BOX 578 
BOISE. IDAHO 83701 
208-336-9208 
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Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORMICK & 
116 E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscovv,ID 83843 
PLLC 
PLLC 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
mccormicklavvoffice@gmail.com 
Attorney for Petitioner 
866-777-3186 : 12083322002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPATMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-ll-1022 
REQUEST FOR COPY OF 
AGENCY RECORD 
AND REQUEST FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME FOR FILING OBJECTION 
Petitioner, by and through her attorney, hereby requests that a copy of the agency 
record be sent to her attorney at the above address, fax number, or e-mail address. 
This request is made on the grounds that Petitioner's counsel is in receipt of the 
Notice of Lodging of Agency Record, vvhich lists the contents of the agency record, states 
that a copy can be picked up from lTD in Boise, and points out that Petitioner has 14 days 
from the date of mailing the notice (September 28, 2011) to file objections vvith the agency. 
REQUEST FOR COpy OF AGENCY RECORD - 1 
2 of 5 
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Petitioner's counsel is in Moscow, Idaho, and unable to pick up a copy of the record 
at ITD in Boise. Therefore, counsel cannot evaluate whether there are reasons to object to 
said record without receiving a copy via mail, fax, or e-mail. 
In addition to requesting a copy of the record, Petitioner requests and extension of 
time for filing any objections with the agency. Specifically Petitioner requests an extension 
of 14 days from the date of mailing, faxing, or e-mail the record to Petitioner's counsel in 
which to object. 
DATED this 1st day of October, 2011. 
f'vkCORrv'nCI< & ROI<YT 1\ PLLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1st day of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the follOWing: 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83701 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
--'--"-_ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
___ U.s. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
-.:.X.!....-_ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
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10/1/201 From: 1'lcCorr.1j cK PLLC 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
116 E. Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscovv,ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
mccormicklavvoifice@gmail.com 
Attorney for Petitioner 
866-777-3186 0: 12083322002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTA TION DEP A Th1ENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-ll-l022 
ORDER FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FlUNG OBJECTION 
TO THE RECORD 
Petitioner having requested an extension of time in vvhich to file an objection the 
record in this matter, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petitioner shall have 14 days from the date 
Respondent mails, faxes, or e-mails the record to Petitioner's counsel in vvhich to file vvith 
the agency any objections she may have to said record. 
DATED this __ ._ day of October, 2011. 
ORDER FOR EXTENSION OF TIl'v1E - 1 
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5:35 From: t'lcCorm i cl{ 866-777-3186 12083322002 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of October, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregolltg document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, 1D 83701 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Deborah L. McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
ORDER FOR EXTENSION OF TIME - 2 
___ U.S. Mall 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mall 
___ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
___ U.S. Mall 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
___ U.s. Mall 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mall 
__ Facsimile (866) 777-3186 
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** liND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED sue -ULLY ** 
REMOTE e SID 
[
TIME RECEI VED 
Oct ober 1, 2011 11: 37 : 29 AI>'! MDT 
III O~11~5:~35~PH~(G~Mr~)~~~fr~Om~:~M~CC~o~rm~ic~k~&~R~o~ky~t~a,·p~rrnCr-------~86~6~-7~77r-~3100 
DURATION 
131 
To: Beth Schiller, Admin Ass istant 
r ---, r t C OMPANY: ITO, Driver Services 
.. 
, PHONE : 
FAX: (208) 332-2002 
I ~ ~ ~f' ft ~ 
FRO M: Deb McCormick 
S ENT 
COMPANY: McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
10/1/2011 10:34:44 AM PHONE: (208) 301 -9291 
FAX: (866) 777-3186 
EMAIL: mccormickrokyta@gmail.com 
SUBJECT: Kimbley, CV-11-1 022 
NOTES 
Attached for filing is a request for copy of record and extension of time in the above matter. Also attached is a 
proposed order for extension of time. 
Thank you! 
cc: 8eth Schiller 
Ed Litte neke r 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10Q05, Moscow, 10 83843 
mccormickrokytalaw.com 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT The information in this facsimile message is legally privileged 
. and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee listed on this cover sheet. If 
the reader of this message is not the intended recip ient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this telecopy is strictly prohib ited. If you have 
received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at the number 
listed on th is cover sheet and return the original message to us at the above address via 
the United States Postal Service. We will reimburse any costs you incur in notifying us 
and returning the message to us. 
DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
. TRANSPORTATION 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------) 
Case No. CV-2011-1022 
ON 
As the result of an informal scheduling conference conducted by telephone conference 
on October 27, 2011, with counsel for each of the respective parties .participating, the 
Court enters the following ORDERS: 
(1) Petitioner's opening brief shall be filed and served no later than December 8, 
2011; 
(2) Respondent's brief shall be filed and served no later than January 5,2012; 
(3) Petitioner's reply brief, if any, shall be filed and served no later than January 
26, 2012; and 
(4) Oral argument will be heard commencing at 10:00 A,M. on February 6,2012, 
in Courtroom #3 of the Latah County Courthouse. 
DATED this 2 r~y of October 2011 . 
. ~~ t1b;;=-
Joh R. Stegner 
District Judge 
ORDER ON APPEAL - 1 06 
SERVICE 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney Genel'al 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, 83501 
208-798-8387 
Deborah McCormick 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
866-777-3186 
on this ..:Z'riay 
ORDER ON APPEAL - 2 07 
Deborah McCormick 
McCORMICK & 
116 Third St., Ste. 201 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Phone: (208) 301-9291 
Facsimile: (866) 777-3186 
ISBN 7223 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV-ll-ll02 
PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
Petitioner Karen Ann Kimbley ("Kimbley") is appealing the Idaho 
Transportation Department ("lTD") administrative suspension of her driver's license 
based on the alleged failure of an evidentiary test. 
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An administrative hearing was held on September 6, 2011, with Eric G. Moody 
("Moody") presiding as the Hearing Officer for lTD. R. 56, 65. Kimbley submitted the 
following evidence: 
Memorandum Decision by Hon. John R. Stegner in Campbell v. lTD, Latah 
County Case No. CV-10-401 (R. 027-36); 
2. DVD containing video/ audio of her arrival at Latah County jait including 
the time leading up to and her first attempt to take the breath test, as well 
as the time following her second successful attempt to take the breath test 
(R., Petitioner's Exhibit C); 
3. Testimony of Kimbley (Hrg. Tr. 13:19 -18:18 (Sept. 6,2011)); and 
4. Testimony of Latah County Sheriff Deputy Darren Duke ("Duke") (Hrg. 
Tr. 6:24 -13:6; 19:10-18. -19:20). 
At the hearing, Kimbley' counsel argued that Duke had not properly observed 
Kimbley prior to administration of the second breath test. Hrg. Tr. 20:6 - 25:20. On 
September 19, 2011, Moody issued his Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order ("Findings and Order"), which sustained Kimbley's administrative suspension. 
R. 56-66. 
C. Statement of Facts. 
On August 6, 2011, at approximately 9:13 p.m., Duke conducted a traffic stop of 
Kimbley. R. 6. Duke subsequently arrested Kimbley for DUI and transported her to the 
Latah County jail. R. 7. At the jail, Duke checked Kimbley's mouth at 22:08:17. P's Ex. 
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At 22:09:46, a female officer began searching Kimbley, during much of which 
Kimbley was facing a wall (away from Duke). [d. Immediately after the search was 
started, Duke moved around the corner from Kimbley and was looking into the 
Intoxilyzer room. Id. A 22:09:47. Because he was around the corner from Kimbley, she 
was out of his line of sight until 22:10:20. Id. At 22:10:36, Duke entered the interview 
room and was facing away from the area where Kimbley was being searched. Id. He 
then left the interview room, walked into the deputies' office, and then walked back to 
the Intoxilyzer room. Id. At 22:12:16, he went back to the doorway of the deputies' 
office and stated that "22:10" was his "first observed" time for the Intoxilyzer. Id. He 
then walked back into the interview room before returning at 22:12:48 to the vicinity 
where the search was occurring. Id. 
After Duke returned to the search area, the video demonstrates that, for 
approximately two minutes, Kimbley's back was facing Duke while she was being 
searched by other officers. P's Ex. C, 22:12:47 - 22:13:48; 22:13:57 - 22:14:41; 22:15:22-
22:15:45. In addition, during this time, Duke was standing several feet away from 
Kimbley. At 22:15:48, Kimbley' g. mouth is checked a second time, which lasted until 
22:16:00. 
At 22:16:00, Duke directed Kimbley into the interview room. P's Ex. C. As she 
entered, her back was to Duke. She sat across a table from Duke, and he played an 
audio recording of the statutory advisories. At 22:21:33, Duke explained that they were 
required to wait 15 minutes after checking her mouth before she took a breath test. He· 
stated that they had about 1/ five more minutes." Id. 
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Approximately nine minutes, 45 seconds, later (22:25:45 on the video), Duke 
directed Kimbley into the Intoxilyzer room. ld, While walking from one room to the 
other, Kimbley was in the lead with her back to Duke. 
Upon entering the Intoxilyzer room, Duke had Kimbley take a seat and he 
immediately went to work preparing the machine. During this time, he was facing a 
walt which was perpendicular to Kimbley's location. ld. 22:25:53. While prepping the 
machine, he entered information into the machine, and the machine can be heard 
making beeping noises. Duke then turned further away from Kimbley to enter 
information into a notebook and turned back to the wall before having Kimbley come 
forward to take her breath test. The time during which.Duke was facing away from 
Kimbley to prepare the machine and enter information into the notebook lasted 
approximately three minutes. ld. 22:25:53 - 22:29:14. 
After Kimbley made three failed attempts to provide a breath sample, she was 
informed that they would have to try again. The recording then stops. When it 
resumes, Duke is in the process of explaining to Kimbley that she failed the tests and 
that she is being booked for DUI. 
During the administrative hearing, Duke first testified that he made two different 
attempts at getting sufficient breath samples from Kimbley. Prior to the first attempt at 
getting a series of samples, he conducted a 15-minute observation period. Hrg. Tr., 7:6-
14. 
Duke testified that, when he escorted Kimbley into the jail, she was placed in the 
custody of the jail deputy to be searched and he then checked the time on the 
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Intoxilyzer and noted it in his report. ld. 7:19-23. Kimbley was not being searched in 
the same room as where the Intoxilyzer was located but the two rooms were adjacent. 
ld.8:2-11. According to Duke, he could stand with Kimbley in one room and look into 
the room and check the time on the Intoxilyzer. Id.8:11-12. Duke's testimony did not 
mention his numerous trips in and out of other rooms in the jail as evidenced in the 
video. 
Duke testified that he then escorted Kimbley into an interview room, gave her a 
copy of the lTD license suspension form, and played the advisory recording. During 
this time, Duke observed Kimbley. Id.,8:21-25. He testified that, after approximately 
13-14 minutes, he escorted Kimbley into the room the lntoxilyzer room, where he began 
entering information into the machine. ld. 9:5-6. At the end of the first observation 
period, he attempted to obtain the first set of breath samples. However, the machine 
indicated the samples were deficient. He decided to try again and started a second 15 
minute waiting period. ld. 9:8-24. 
Duke testified that, during the second IS-minute period, he "just observed her 
the whole time" and that he did not replay the advisories. Id.l0:1-3. For the second 
observation period, Duke "walked her back into the interview room and essentially just 
sat in the room with her." ld.l0:9-10. There was nobody else in the room with Duke 
and Kimbley. Id.11:4-5. There were other jail deputies in their office, which is 
approximately eight feet from the interview room with two windows in between. ld. 
11:9-18. 
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Duke testified that he had told the jail deputies his new start time and the time 
he would like to take samples. He waited approximately 13 minutes with Kimbley. 
When the deputies prompted him a couple of minutes before the end of the monitoring 
period, he escorted Kimbley back to the breath testing room where he programmed the 
machine. rd. 11:23 -12:2. 
Duke testified that the prosecutor's assistant informed him that the second 
observation period was not included in the video. rd. 12:3-7. According to Duke's 
testimony, after the first test attempt, he turned off his recording in order to call his 
sergeant and discuss whether to try another breath test or take Kimbley for a blood 
draw. rd. 12:9-18. In speaking to his sergeant, it was decided that they would try 
another breath test before resorting to a blood draw. rd. 12:23 - 13:3. When Kimbley 
was providing the second set of breath samples, Duke checked his recorder and noticed 
that it was off. rd. 12:20-22. 
Kimbley then testified that she had not had an opportunity to see the video 
footage referenced during Duke's testimony, nor had anyone described the details of 
that video footage to her. rd. 14:9-16. 
Kimbley testified that, after arriving at the jail, she was instructed to lean against 
a walt facing the wall, while she was patted down. She was then instructed to remove 
her earrings, which she did while still facing the wall, away from the officers. rd. 14:22-
15:7. During the pat down, she did not notice where Duke was or what he was doing. 
rd. 15:8-12. 
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After the search, she was taken into a room with a table and chairs and listened 
to an audiotape. ld.15:13-17. She was then taken into another room and given a breath 
test. Id.15:17-19. During the search and the playing of the audiotape, nobody 
mentioned to her that they were conducting a 15-minute observation period, so she had 
no idea when those 15 minutes began. ld. 15:20 -16:2. 
During the first attempts at providing breath samples, she was told that she did 
not give sufficient samples and that it would be marked as a refusal. ld.16:5-18. After 
the first set of attempts, she was taken back into. the little room with the table and chairs 
where she had earlier listened to the audiotape. ld. 16:19-23, 17:1-6. She was told to 
wait there and they would give her 15 minutes until the next tests. ld. 16:23-25. 
Kimbley testified that, during this period, Duke remained in the room with her 
only part of the time. ld.17:7-10. He sat with her for a few minutes and then he got up 
and went into another office where other officers were sitting. Duke walked back and 
forth between the two rooms. ld. 17:13-23. She estimated that he came into and left the 
room two to three times during this period. ld. 17:24 - 18:2. Duke did go out of 
Kimbley's sight a couple of the times when he walked away. ld.18:11-12. 
Following Kimbley's testimony, Moody gave Duke an opportunity to comment. 
ld. 18:21- 19:18. Duke explained that he may have had Kimbley move back into the 
other room while he was making a phone call to his sergeant, then told her that they 
were going to give her another chance at the breath test, and then went back into the 
Intoxilyzer room to the check the time. ld.19:10-16. Duke stated that he could not be 
sure given that he did not have a recording to review. ld.19:16-18. 
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After Duke finished testifying, Kimbley'S counsel argued that the IS-minute 
observation period prior to the second breath test was insufficient. Id. 20:6 - 25:18. In 
support of this argument, counsel cited the SOPs related to the observation period, as 
well as case law which provides standards related to the quality of observation. Id. 20:6 
- 21:16. Further, counsel compared discrepancies between Duke's testimony about the 
first observation and what is shown on the video evidence submitted by Kimbley. Id. 
21:17 - 22:24. 
Counsel also pointed out that, comparing Duke's testimony regarding the first 
observation period with the reality of the video evidence was relevant to the weight 
that should be given to Duke's testimony about the second observation period, 
especially in light of the fact that he changed his testimony and that he could not be 
certain about what occurred without the ability to review video footage. Id.21:17-22; 
23:2-9. 
ISSUE PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Whether Duke's mode and level of surveillance was insufficient for him to be 
alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test when he 
was not always in a position to use a combination of his senses of sight, hearing, and 
smell to monitor Kimbley. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
On judicial review of an agency action, this court is governed by the following 
standard of review: 
[T]he court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the actions 
was: 
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(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
I.C § 67-5279(3). In addition, the agency action shall be affirmed unless a substantial 
right of the challenging party is prejudiced. I.C § 67-5279(4). 
The court does exercise free review on questions of law, including interpretation 
of administrative rules or regulations. See Schroeder v. State, Dep't of Transp. (In re 
Driving Privileges of Schroeder), 147 Idaho 476,479, 210 P.3d 584, 587 (Ct. App. 2009) 
(citation omitted). However, the court does not substitute its judgment for that of the 
agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact but, rather, defers to the 
agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. I.C § 67-5279; Masterson v. 
lTD, 244 P.3d 625, 627 (Ct. App. 2010). Mere conflicting evidence before the agency is 
insufficient for a clearly erroneous finding as long as the agency's determinations are 
supported by substantial and competent evidence in the record. Id. However, 
II substantial evidence" is more than a II scintilla" and is II such relevant evidence as a 
reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion." Id. 
IV. ARGUMENT 
Duke's mode and level of surveillance was insufficient for him to be alert for any 
event that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test because he was not 
always in a position to use a combination of his senses of sight, hearing, and smell to 
monitor Kimbley. 
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§ 18-8004(4) charges the Idaho State Police ("ISPIf) with promulgating 
standards for administration of tests for alcohol content. State v. Stump, 146 Idaho 857, 
203 P.3d 1257, 1258 (Ct. App. 2009). Therefore, ISP has issued training manuals for the 
approved testing equipment, as well as Standard Operating Procedures ("SOPs") for 
breath alcohol testing. 
Without a sufficient monitoring period prior to administering the breath test, an 
operator is unable to satisfy the requirement of being alert for any event that might 
influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. If a monitoring period is not required 
in the first instance, then the SOP provisions requiring the operator to 1/ restart" the 
monitoring period would be void and superfluous. 
The introductory paragraph to SOP § 6 states, "Proper testing procedure by 
certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate results." (Emphasis 
added.) This statement clearly explains that the purpose of this SOP section is to ensure 
the accuracy of test results. 
SOP § 6 goes on to provide: 
Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/ individual should 
be monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which 
absorbs/ adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth 
prior to the start of the 15 minute waiting period. During the monitoring 
period the subject/ individual should not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, 
or belch/burp / vomit/ regurgitate. 
SOP 6.1. 
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During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
6.1.4.1 (emphasis added). 
If, during the 15-minute waiting period, the subject/ individual vomits or 
regurgitates material from the stomach into the subject/ individual's 
breath pathway, the 15-minute waiting period must begin again. 
SOP 6.1.4.2 (emphasis added). 
Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary to 
repeat the 15-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath sample. 
SOP 6.2.2.1 (emphasis in original). 
At first glance, the 1/ should" language contained in SOP 6.1 seems to indicate that 
the fifteen-minute monitoring period is not mandatory. Wheeler v. ITO, 223 P.3d at 767. 
However, that provision cannot be read in isolation, but must be interpreted in the 
context of the entire SOP § 6. 
When interpreting a statute or rule, the court must strive to give effect to the 
legislative intent. Wheeler v. Idaho Dept. of Health and Welfare, 147 Idaho 257, 207 P.3d 
988,994 (2009). Rules of construction require that the court begin with the literal 
language of a statute or rule and give those words their plain, usual, or ordinary 
meaning. Id. 
However, "provisions should not be read in isolation, but must be interpreted in 
the context of the entire document. ... [T]he Court must give effect to all the words and 
provisions of the statute so that none will be void, superfluous, or redundant." Farber 
v. Idaho State Ins. Fund, 147 Idaho 307, 208 P.3d 289,292 (2009) (internal citations 
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omitted) (emphasis added). See also Wheeler v.ITD, 148 Idaho 378,223 P.3d 761, 767 (Ct. 
App.2009). 
The present situation is much different than that before the Court in Wheeler v. 
ITO. There, the Court held that, because the SOP regarding calibration of the 
Intoxilzyer 5000 used the language" should" rather than" must/' the calibration 
procedure was not mandatory. ld. at 768. Therefore, the standard did not automatically 
render the test result inadmissible. ld. In making this decision, the Court stated that 
"should" is read differently than "must" in order "to give due credit to the 
promulgating party's intent in repeatedly choosing to use the word 'should' 
'must' or 'shall'." ld. (emphasis added). 
In Wheeler, the SOP section the court interpreted did not contain internal 
inconsistencies as is the case here. In the present case, lTD did not repeatedly choose 
{'should" over Ifmusf' in SOP § 6. Rather, § 6 contains more instances of mandatory 
procedures for how to observe the subject and for restarting or repeating the 
monitoring period. Although SOP 6.1 states that operators" should" (rather than 
1/ must") monitor the subject for fifteen minutes, other mandatory provisions of § 6 make 
this monitoring/waiting period, itself, mandatory. 
If SOP 6.1 is interpreted to mean that a monitoring period is not necessary, 
several other portions of SOP § 6 that require the operator to be alert and/ or to restart 
or repeat the monitoring period would be rendered void and superfluous. 
Further, the Intoxilyzer 5000 Series Reference Manual (effective 12/16/10), 
provides a list of topics addressed in the "Operator Class." Ref. Man. p. 22, attached as 
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Exhibit A to this brief and available online at http://www.isp.idaho.gov/ 
forensic I documents LJdaholntox5000SeriesReferenceManualRev1. pdf, accessed Nov. 7, 
2011. Item 13 states II [t]he purpose and 
ld. (emphasis added). 
of the IS-minute waiting period." 
The ISP slide show for Breath Testing Operator Class discusses the standardized 
procedure for breath testing. See BTOC slideshow at pages 19-25, attached as Exhibit B 
to this brief and available online at http://isp.idaho.gov /forensic/alcohol.html, 
accessed Nov. 26,2011 (see "ISPFS Instrument Operator Training, Module One-
Alcohol"). The slide show instructs officers to follow procedures and states that the 
most important step in the standardized testing procedure is the IS-minute monitoring 
period. ld. at 20-21. The slide show also encourages officers to "not cut the time close." 
ld. at 21. 
Although the current version of the SOPs states that the officer 1/ should" monitor 
the subject for 15 minutes, the Reference Manual and ISP training materials 
demonstrate the continued importance of conducting a full 15 minutes waiting period 
with every test. Moody's Findings and Order even state "ISPFS SOP § 6.1 provides a 
fifteen minute monitoring period is required prior to an evidentiary breath test." R. 061 
(emphasis added). 
Therefore, because SOP § 6 contains numerous instances of language requiring 
monitoring, and the Intoxilyzer Reference Manual and ISP training materials emphasize 
the importance of conducting a proper 15 minute monitoring period, SOP § 6 should be 
read, as a whole, as requiring a fifteen-minute monitoring period. 
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combination of video submitted by Kimbley and the testimony at the 
hearing by Kimbley and Duke demonstrates that Duke's surveillance was insufficient to 
accomplish the goal of the monitoring period because, under the circumstances of this 
case, Duke was not always in a physical position to use a combination of his senses of 
sight, smelt and hearing to ensure Kimbley did not belch o~ regurgitate. 
Pursuant to I.e. § 18-8002A(4), the ITD must suspend the license of a driver who 
has failed a test for alcohol concentration. However, the driver may request an 
administrative hearing to challenge the suspension. I.e. § 18-8002A(7). The hearing 
examiner will vacate the suspension if, among other things: 
Id. 
The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho code, or the 
testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was 
administered. 
At the administrative hearing, the driver has the burden of proving, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, one of the grounds listed in I.e. § 18-8002A(7). If the 
driver makes an initial prima facie showing for vacation of the suspension, the burden 
shifts to the state to rebut the evidence presented by the driver. Masterson v. ITO, 244 
P.3d at 627. However, when there is a violation of a mandatory regulation, If such as the 
15-minute waiting period," the driver meets this burden by showing that the procedure 
was not followed, and the hearing officer is required to vacate the suspension. Wheeler 
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v. lTD, 148 Idaho 378,223 P.3d 761, 768 (CL App. 2009) (citing In re Suspension afDriver's 
License ofGibbar, 143 Idaho 937, 944 (CL App. 2006)); Bennett v. State of Idaho, Dept. of 
Transportation, 147 Idaho 141, 206 P.3d 505, 508 (CL App. 2009). 
Although officers are not required to "stare fixedly" at a test subject for the full 
15-minute period, If the level of surveillance must be such as could reasonably be 
expected to accomplish the purpose of the requirement." State v. Carson, 133 Idaho, 451, 
453 (Ct. App. 1999). This level of observation requires that officers not leave subjects 
unattended during any portion of the monitoring period. See Bennett v. State, Dep't of 
Transp., 147 Idaho 141, 144 (Ct. App. 2009) (holding that observation was insufficient 
when the officer left the room in which the subject was located). 
However, even if an officer remains in close proximity to the subject the officer's 
mode of observation must be sufficient to Iflikely detect belching, regurgitation into the 
mouth, or the like." State v. Carson, 133 Idaho at 453. There, a portion of the 
monitoring period included the time the officer spent transporting the driver to the 
sheriff's office, during which he intermittently observed the driver through glances in 
the real-view mirror. Id. at 452-453. The court pointed out that, during the trip, the 
officer's /I attention necessarily was devoted primarily to driving." Id. at 453. Further, 
the court explained that a combination of factors impeded the officer's ability to hear 
whether the driver belched. Those factors included noise from the automobile engine, 
tires on the road surface, rain, windshield wipers, and a hearing impairment. Id. 
Sight, alone, is not sufficient to properly monitor a subject. See Bennett v. State, 
Dep't of Transp., 147 Idaho at 144; see also Memorandum Opinion, R. at 32. Further, when 
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an officer is not in a position to use his sight to observe the defendant, he must be able 
to use his combined senses of hearing and smell. See State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 
144 P.3d 40,43 (Ct. App. 2006). Therefore, an officer must be in a position to use more 
than one sense at all times to properly monitor a subject. 
In DeFranco, after completing the field sobriety tests, the officer handcuffed the 
driver and placed him in the rear passenger-side of the patrol car. Id. at 41. The officer 
left the rear car door ajar while he walked to the back of the vehicle to obtain an 
advisory form from his trunk. ld. The officer testified that, while at the trunk, he could 
see the driver through the rear window by looking tlu'ough a gap between the trunk lid 
and the vehicle body. ld. Further, the officer testified that, had the driver belched or 
coughed loudly, he would have heard it. ld. 
However, the court held that the officer's "level of monitoring could not 
reasonably be expected to accomplish the purpose of the requirement./I Id. at 42. The 
court pointed out that, as in Carson, the officer flwas not always in a physical position to 
use either his sight or, alternatively, his senses of smell and hearing, to accomplish the 
purpose of the monitoring period." Id. at 43. 
The courts in both Carson and DeFranco distinguished their situations from that 
found in State v. Remsburg, 126 Idaho 338 (Ct. App. 1994). See State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 
at 453; State v. DeFranco, 144 P.3d at 42. In Remsburg, the driver argued that the 
monitoring period was insufficient because, during the seven minutes immediately 
preceding the breath test, the officer was programming the breath testing machine and 
reading the statutory advisory. 126 Idaho at 339. The Remsburg court held that the 
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monitoring period was sufficient because the officer was in the same room with the 
driver at all times, [d, However! the court made specific reference to the fact that the 
driver was seated next to the officer. Id. at 339 (n. 1). 
Therefore, in Carson and DeFranco, the court distinguished Remsburg by pointing 
out that, although the Remsburg officer /I did not maintain constant visual contact, there 
was no evidence that the officer was unable to adequately monitor through use of his 
other senses./I State v. Carson, 133 Idaho at 453; State v. DeFranco, 144 P,3d at 42. 
Further, Carson demonstrates that an officer can still be in close proximity to the driver 
(even in the same vehicle) but that conditions may exist that render the observation 
insufficient. 
As recently held by this Court in Broadfoot v. ITO, Latah County Case No, CV-I0-
1304, under some circumstances, even being in the same room as the subject is not 
sufficient monitoring. See Memorandum Opinion (Oct. 24,2011), attached to this brief as 
Exhibit C. There, although in close proximity while in the breath testing room, the 
officer "was not always in a physical position to visually monitor Broadfoot, or 
alternatively, to use both his senses of smell and hearing to accomplish the purpose of 
the monitoring period./I Id. at 9. During the time the officer was facing away from 
Broadfoot to prepare the machine and enter information into a notebook, /I at most, he 
could use only one of his senses to monitor Broadfoot." Id. at 10. "By trying to do two 
things at once, [the officer] was not able to monitor Broadfoot for any belches, burps or 
regurgitation that could have affected the validity of the test." Id. The noise from the 
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machine, would have "interfered with [the officer's] hearing" and /I given [his] distance 
from sense of smell was also impaired during that period./I Id, 
According to the SOPs, Duke was required to be alert for any event that might 
influence the accuracy of the test. During the first monitoring period, Duke 
demonstrated that his "natural habit" was that of insufficient monitoring. During that 
first monitoring period: 
1. Other officers were conducting the search of Kimbley while Duke 
wandered in and out of other rooms in the jail. 
2. Even while Duke was near the area where Kimbley was being searched, 
Kimbley's back was to him much of the time and he was standing several 
feet away. 
3. While in the breath testing room with Kimbley, Duke spent several 
minutes across the room from Kimbley, facing away from Kimbley while 
preparing the machine and entering information into a notebook. 
Unfortunately, Duke did not record the second monitoring period prior to the 
administration of the second set of breath tests to Kimbley. However, Kimbley testified 
that Duke left the monitoring room Ii two or three times." Hrg. Tr. 16:19 -18:2. Duke 
acknowledged that he may have left the room during. Hrg. Tr. 19:10-18. 
In this case, the first, recorded, monitoring period, is relevant to demonstrate 
Duke's habit of observation and to lend weight to Kimbley's testimony. As explained 
above, if the first monitoring period began with the second check of Kimbley's mouth 
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just prior to entering the interview room, then only then only 13 minutes, 14 seconds 
passed before administration of the first breath sample. 
However, even if the monitoring period began earlier as suggested by Moody, 
Duke's mode and level of observation were insufficient to meet the requirements of the 
monitoring period. While other officers searched Kimbley, Duke wandered through 
several different rooms in the jaiL As in Bennett, this was insufficient monitoring. 
Further, while Duke was in same area where Kimbley was being searched, 
Kimbley's back was to him much of the time, and he was standing several feet away 
from her. When he moved her from the interview room into the breath testing room, 
her back was to him. While in the breath testing room, he spent several minutes across 
the room from Kimbley and facing away from her while he prepared the breath testing 
machine and entered information into a notebook. As in Carson, DeFranco, and 
Broadfoot, this was insufficient monitoring. 
Duke's own testimony at the hearing demonstrates that the second, unrecorded, 
monitoring period was insufficient. He testified that, after monitoring Kimbley in the 
interview room for approximately 13 minutes, he moved her back to the breath testing 
room while he programmed the machine. Hrg. Tr. 11:23 -12:2. There is no evidence in 
the record that the Intoxilyzer room was reconfigured since Duke's first attempt to 
obtain samples from Kimbley. Therefore, because monitoring a subject as Duke did 
during the first monitoring period is insufficient, it would also be insufficient during 
the second monitoring period. 
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In addition to the problems with the monitoring in the breath testing room, there 
were also problems with the monitoring during the approximately 13 minutes when 
Kimbley was seated in the interview room. Kimbley testified that Duke left the room 
two to three times and that he was out of her sight a couple of times. Duke then 
admitted that he may have left the interview room during the 13 minutes Kimbley was 
seated there for monitoring. Hrg. Tr. 19:10-18. 
Based on these two factors, alone, Moody should have vacated Kimbley's 
suspension. However, because there was no recording of the second monitoring 
period, Moody, instead, weighed the evidence and testimony presented to render his 
decision. Therefore, Kimbley has the burden to show that Moody's Findings and Order 
were clearly erroneous. Although that is a difficult burden, it is easily met in this case. 
Based on the transcript of the hearing and the video evidence presented, several of 
Moody's findings are dearly erroneous leading to an erroneous decision: 
1. Moody: "Unlike Kimbley's ALS testimony, the DVD (Exhibit C) at 
22:21:33 provides Deputy Duke informing Kimbley about the fifteen-minute monitoring 
period and the reasons for the monitoring period." R, 061, ~3. 
However, the above portion of video is of Duke explaining the 15 minute 
observation period to Kimbley after playing the advisories for her, which occurred after 
Kimbley was searched. Kimbley did not testify that she was never told about the 15 
minute waiting period. Rather, she testified that, while she was being searched and 
listening to the advisory, nobody told her about the 15 minute waiting period or when 
that period began. Hrg. Tr. 15:20 - 16:2. The explanation by Duke referred to by 
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Moody occurred after the search and after the audiotaped advisory was finished. See 
Exhibit C. at 22:21 :33. 
2. Moody: "Deputy Duke's ALS testimony noted the reasons for leaving 
Kimbley's location after Kimbley's first breath test and prior to the start of her second 
monitoring period." R, 061, 
However, Duke's testimony was inconsistent about the conditions under which 
he left Kimbley's side. 
a. Duke testified that, after the first breath test attempts, he contacted 
his sergeant to determine whether to attempt another breath test or go for a 
blood draw. Hrg. Tr. 9:19-24; 12:9 - 13:3. He then moved Kimbley back to the 
interview room "and essentially just sat in the room with her." Id.10:1-10. He 
waited with Kimbley for approximately 13 minutes in the interview room and 
then moved her back to the Intoxilyzer room while he again programmed the 
machine. Id. 11:23 - 12:2. 
b. After Kimbley testified that Duke had left the interview room (and 
was out of sight) several times during the second monitoring period, Duke 
altered his testimony. He admitted that he may have left the interview room 
during the second monitoring period to call his sergeant and check the time in 
the Intoxilyzer room, which could explain why he was in and out of the room. 
Id.19:10-16. However, without reviewing the recording, he could not be certain 
what had occurred. Id.19:16-18. 
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3. Moody: "Kimbley's testimony noted she assumed the number of times 
Deputy Duke left her presence and she had no idea when or if he had restarted the 
monitoring period." R, 061, 
Kimbley did estimate the number of times Duke left the room at two or tlu'ee 
times. Hrg. Tr. 17:16 - 18:2. She did not, however, guess as to whether he left the room. 
Her testimony was quite clear that he had left the interview room and had left her sight. 
Id. 
Further, Kimbley did not testify that /I she had no idea when or if he had restarted 
the monitoring period" with regard to the second monitoring period as stated by 
Moody. Rather, she testified definitively that II [a]nd I was told to wait there and they 
were going to give me 15 minutes until the next tests were done." Hrg. Tr. 16:23-25. 
4. Moody: "It is reasonable to deduce if Deputy Duke conducted Kimbley's 
first evidentiary breath testing sequence in accordance with ISPFS SOPs, by natural 
habit, Deputy Duke would follow proper procedures again when he restarted the 
monitoring period for Kimbley's second evidentiary breath testing sequence." R, 062, 
~11 (emphasis added). 
This erroneously presumes Duke conducted a proper monitoring period prior to 
the first set of breath tests. However, Exhibit C demonstrates several problems with the 
monitoring period: 
a. If the monitoring period began after completion of checking 
Kimbley's mouth (22:16:00 on the video) as Duke told Kimbley, then only 13 
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minutes, 14 seconds elapsed from the completion of the mouth check to 
Kimbley's first blow attempt. 
b. If monitoring period began at 22:12:47 on the video, as Moody 
implies (which is three minutes before Kimbley's mouth was checked): 
1. Kimbley was facing away from Duke for approximately 2 
minutes while she was being searched. Further, Duke was not one of the 
officer's conducting the search and was standing several feet away. 
Therefore, he was not in a position to use either his senses of sight or smell 
to monitor Kimbley and he did not inquire of the search officers whether 
they had detected any belching. 
ii. While moving Kimbley from the interview room to the 
Intoxilyzer room, Kimbley was walking ahead of Duke and, therefore, had 
her back to him. Again, his ability to use his senses of sight and smell 
would be hindered. 
iii. Once the entered the Intoxilyzer room, Duke had Kimbley 
take a seat and he immediately went to work preparing the machine. 
During this time, he was facing a wall, which was in a direction 90° from 
the direction of Kimbley. While prepping the machine, he had to enter 
information into the machine, and the machine can be heard making 
beeping noises. Duke then turns further away from Kimbley to enter 
information into a notebook and then turns back to the wall before having 
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Kimbley come forward to take her breath test. The time during which 
Duke was facing away from Kimbley to prepare the machine and enter 
information into the notebook lasted three minutes. 
c. If the monitoring period began at 22:12:16 on the video when Duke 
tells the other officers that he is starting his monitoring period, then Duke can be 
seen moving from room to room within the jail and not staying in the vicinity 
where Kimbley was being searched. 
This case involves more than mere conflicting evidence. At the most, there is a 
scintilla of evidence supporting Moody's decision, but a scintilla is not enough. Many 
of Moody's findings were clearly erroneous based on the video and testimonial 
evidence. Further, Moody failed to consider discrepancies between Duke's testimony 
and the video evidence, including but not necessarily limited to: 
L Duke testified that he could remain in the same room where Kimbley was 
being searched while checking the time on the Intoxilyzer. Duke did not 
mention that he was around the corner and out of sight of Kimbley during 
this. 
2. Duke did not mention his wanderings in and out of several different 
rooms in the jail while Kimbley was being searched. 
3. Duke testified that, after Kimbley's search, he observed her for 13-14 
minutes in the interview room. However, the video shows that they were 
only in the interview room for 9 minutes, 45 seconds. 
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Because Duke's monitoring of Kimbley during the first observation period was 
deficient in several ways, it was dearly erroneous for Moody to presume that the 
second monitoring period, "by natural habit," would be sufficient. 
In addition, Kimbley's testimony regarding the search and the first monitoring 
period were consistent with the video evidence, which evidence was neither reviewed 
by her nor described to her. Therefore, Moody had no reason to discredit Kimbley's 
testimony with regard to the conditions of the second, unrecorded, monitoring period. 
Further, after Kimbley testified that Duke had left the room during the second 
monitoring period, Duke testified that he may have done so and could not remember 
for certain. Duke testified that he monitored Kimbley for approximately 13 minutes in 
the interview room. Hrg. Tr. 11:23. The jail deputies prompted him /I a couple of 
minutes before it was ready" and he moved Kimbley back to the Intoxilyzer room and 
programed the machine for testing. Id. 11:24 -12:2. Therefore, Duke leaving the room 
at any time during the observation period was improper. 
Moody's Findings and Order states, it can be /I deduced" that Duke behaves 
consistently from one observation period to the next "by natural habit." R. 062. If that 
is the case, then it can be deduced that, during the second observation period, Duke 
spent approximately three minutes facing away from Kimbley while preparing the 
machine and logging information into the notebook, just as he had during the first 
observation period. This deduction is supported by Duke's testimony that he moved 
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Kimbley from the interview room back to the Intoxilyzer room and programmed the 
machine for testing. Hrg. .11:23 12:2. 
Moody's decision was clearly erroneous in finding that Duke sufficiently 
monitored Kimbley prior to administration of the second breath test and, therefore, 
Kimbley's suspension should be vacated. 
DATED this --'L-'--__ day November, 2011. 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
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correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the 
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Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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EXHIBIT A 
OPERA TOR CLASS 
1. There is no specific requirement for the length of the class as long as everything is covered, and 
students can pass a practical and written exam. 
2. Must cover complete lesson plan for new operator class or operators whose certification has 
expired. 
3. Do not let the operator take the test until the entire class has been taught. 
4. Class materials can be copied from masters found in section three. Each student needs one copy 
of the SOP, and the Reference Manual. 
S. Obtain certification card templates fi'om the lab that has jurisdiction over your area. 
6. Send roster to 
7. Keep a copy of the POST roster for your record. These should be maintained at least 3 years and 
are subject to audit by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
8. Grade the tests. Do not let your students grade the test as you may ueed to 
certification of your students. 
9. Each student must successfully complete the written exam with 80% or better. 
to the 
10. Issue the card to any student who successfully completes the class. Sign your name on the line 
that says "BTS signature". Expiration date is the last day of the 26th month from the day the class 
was taken. 
11. Important things to teach in class: 
12. It is a good idea to ask if subject has anything in mouth prior to the start of IS-minute waiting 
period. 
13. The purpose and importance of the IS-minute waiting period. 
14. Have officer maintain complete control over breath tube at all times. 
15. Use new mouthpiece for each subject. 
16. Log the results immediately after completing the test. 
17. Always check for proper insertion of print card before starting test. 
18. Always check the date and time for correctness before starting test. 
19. If anything unusual occurs prior to or during the test, the officer should make note of it on the 
alcohol influence report form or other place. For example: uncooperative subject. 
20. Obtaining a sample if the Intoxilyzer 5000 won't let you perform a breath test. 
Special problems: 
a) DEFICIENT SAMPLE-does not meet breath sample requirements. 
b ) INVALID SAMPLE- mouth alcohol. 
c) IMPROPER SAMPLE- blew at wrong time. 
Idaho Intox 5000 Reference Manual 
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d) intoxicating substance other than alcohoL Get a blood sample. 
21. Printcards: 
a) Recommend officers sign cards. 
b) Should fill in Time First Observed with starting time of IS-minute observation period. 
22. Check the temperature of the simulator. ff it is in range place a check in the appropriate column of 
the instrument log. 
23. Position yourself so you are in front of the instrument and in control of breath tube. This will 
position the subject at the front left of the instrument which will help protect the simulator at the 
right rear. 
NOTE: Some agencies leave the suspect in handcuffs while performing the breath test. 
Below are a number of places where you can get parts and accessories for the Intoxilyzer 5000 series. 
This list is not inclusive. 
-Guth 
-BesTest, Inc. 
-CMI 
-Applied Electronics 
-REPCO 
-National Draeger, Inc. 
1-800-233-2338 
1-800-248-3244 
1-866-835-0690 
1-970-328-5420 
1-919-876-5480 
1-800-385-8666 
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Breath sting 
We strive to get a deep lung air sample, is 
equilibrium with the blood alcohol concentration@ 
• Sample selection is l<ey to reproducible results@ 
• Many different techniques for estimating 
person is giving deep 
• Examples of techniques? 
.... 
tandardized Procedur 
• The difference between a presumptive screening test 
and an evidentiary test is the procedure, standards 
and the techniques. 
• Follow the procedure!! 
• If the procedure is followed, then 
of the test is preserved and the results are 
automatically admissible in court . 
...... 
W 
<.0 
tandardized Procedure 
• Most important step? 
• 15 minute monitorIng period!!! 
• Save time and trouble and do not cut seQ 
• Use the same timepiece to monitor start 
(different clocl(s may not be synchronized). 
• You have to monitor them close enough so that you are 
CERTAIN in your OWN MIND that they have not 
burped, vomited, ·or otherwise contaminated theIr 
pathway with and external source of alcohoL 
~ 
o 
tandardi Pro 
• Example: If a subject states that 
asl< to use their inhaler during 
monitoring perio .. G What 
Let them use the inhaler and restart 
observation period is the best practIce 
you l<now what is in the inhaler and 
something that may react with the 
false positive reading. 
ecause 
..IJ 
e 
G gIve 
....... 
Standardi ro 
• Upon completion of the observation , 
blanl< sample to insure the environment 
contaminated with alcohol. 
• Tal<e the first sample from the subject. se a 
technique to estimate when the subject is 
deep lung breath to the instrument. 
• Tal<e another blanl< in between to show 
instrument is not retaining alcohol. 
necessary to remove the mouthpiece 
• Tal<e a second sample deep 
....... 
Standardi 
• What if the samples are far apart? 
• If the sample differ by more than 00020 each 
then a third sample is needed to complete 
testing procedure. 
• Tal<e a blanl< again. 
• Get a third sample of the subjects deep 
• If all three are more than 0.020 apart, 
for guidance. 
• The officer may re-administer the 
procedure, or have od drawn 
,... 
(,,) 
,tandardi roce 
The last step in all breath testing procedures is to 
your results in the log, and retain any prIntouts. 
• Why? 
• The easiest way for defense to attacl< 
is to find errors $ 
times, standards, " 
• Mal<e sure you write legibly because 
may have to testify to your results from 
else ( 
logs. 
CLERK OF 
LATAH 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND COUNTY OF LATAH 
JAMES DARRIN BROADFOOT, ) 
) Case No. CV-2010-1304 
Petitioner, ) 
) MEMORANDUM OPINION 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
James Darrin Broadfoot ("Broadfoot") has petitioned this Court for judicial 
review of the administrative suspension of his driver's license by the Idaho 
Transportation Depru:tment ("the Department"). 
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BACKGROUND 
On October 10, 2010, at a.m., Idaho State Trooper 
Anthony Dahlinger ("Dahlinger") stopped the pickup Broadfoot was driving 
because Broadfoot failed to use his turn signal and crossed over the center line. 
The stop occurred near the town of Potlach, in Latah County, Idaho. Dahlinger 
approached Broadfoot and noticed that Broadfoot's eyes were glassy and bloodshot 
and that his speech was slurred. Dahlinger then asked Broadfoot how much he 
had had to drink and Broadfoot responded that he had consumed two beers. When 
asked how long it had been since he consumed those beers, Broadfoot responded 
that it h~d been si~ce aqout 9:30 p.m. Dahlinger then asked Broadfoot to exit the 
vehicle to perform some field sobriety tests. Broadfoot failed the horizontal gaze 
nystagmus test and the nine step walk and tUrn test. He refused to complete the 
one ,leg stand,test. Dahlinger then arrested Broadfoot for driving under the 
influence of alCohol and transported him to the Latah County JaiL 
Upon arriving at the jail, Broadfoot was escorted to an observation room to 
undergo a breath alcohol test. Broadfoot's time in the room was recorded both 
visually and audibly via a device attached to Dahlinger. (That device, and the 
digital time reflected by that device, will be citedas: "Video at __ .") Dahlinger 
checked Broadfoot's mouth for substances once Broadfoot was seated. (Video at 
3:20:59- 3:21:03.) Dahlinger then read Broadfoot the required notice of suspension 
advisory form. (Video at 3:21:05-3:27:35.) Mer taking several minutes to record 
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information Broadfoot, Dahlinger then stood up and walked to the testing 
3:35:30.) over was 
turned facing the wall against which the testing equipment was located while 
Broadfoot was seated perpendicular to him. (Video at 3:35:34 - 3:39:03.) During 
this time, it sounded as though Dahlinger was typing information into a machine 
and appeared to be looking at the sign on the wall that listed the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Agency Codes. Id. There was also a loud beeping noise followed by a buzzing noise 
in the room, apparently coming from the testing machine. Id. At one point, during 
those few minutes, Dahlinger turned his back almost completely to Broadfoot to 
look in~o a notebook. (Video at 3:38:35 - 3:38:55.) Shortly thereafter, Dahlinger 
prepared the mouthpiece for the machine. (Video at 3:38:56 - 3:39:03.) Dahlinger 
then turned to face Broadfoot and had him stand to administer the breath test. 
(Video at 3:39:04.) Broadfoot then blew into the machine twic,e. (Video at 3:39:17 
& 3:40:0,6;) The machine measured Broadfoot's breath alcohol content as .166 and 
.149. 
Based on those test results, the Department suspended Broadfoot's driver's 
license. Broadfoot then sought an administrative review of his license suspension 
through the procedure provided by the Department. The Department held an 
administrative license suspension CALS") hearing on November 9,2010. At the 
ALB hearing, Broadfoot argued that the fifteen-minute monitoring period had not 
been properly observed because Dahlinger was across the room from him, facing 
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away him, reviewing a notebook and setting up the test machine 
testified 
observation time, but that he never mentioned it because Dahlinger never asked 
him if he had belched. Following the hearing, Hearing Officer Eric Moody issued 
findings offact and conclusions oflaw, sustaining Broadfoot's license suspension. 
his findings, the Hearing Officer noted that "Officer Dahlinger's affidavit states 
the evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Law and ISP 
Standard Operating Procedures." Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Order at 4. Additionally, the Hearing Officer stated that "Exhibit A [Video] 
demonstrates Officer Dahlingel' had ample opportunity to use all of his senses to 
monitor Broadfoot within ISP Forsensic Services SOP § 6.1 requirements." Id. at 
5. Qn appeal, Broadfoot argues that the fifteen-minute monitoring period was not 
properly observed and that his license suspension should therefore be vacated and 
remanded to the Department. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
According to I.O. § IB-B002A(8), "[a] party aggrieved by the decision of the 
. hearing officer may seek judicial review of the decision in the manner provided for 
judicial review of final agency action pl'ovided in chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code." 
A court must affitmthe action under review unless the agency's findings, 
inJerences, conclusions, or decisions (a) violate statutory 01' constitutional 
provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made upon unlawful 
/ . 
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procedure; Cd) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole; 
or (e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of (ilS:CrEltlCtll § 67-5279(3). 
succeed on review, a party challenging an agency decision must demonstrate that 
the agency erred in a manner specified in I.C. § 67-5279(3). See I.C. § 67-5279(4); 
Price v. Payette County Bd. o/County Comm'rs;, 131 Idaho 426,429,958 P.2d 583, 
586 (1998). The court's review "must be confined to the agency V'Q",,,r-r! " §67-
, 5277. Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) states that when reviewing an agency decision, a 
court "shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to weight of 
the evidence on questions of fact." An agency's factual determinations are binding , 
on a reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so 
long as the determinations are supported by substantial evidence on the record. 
Marshall v. State Dep't 0/ Transp., 137 Idaho 337,340,48 P.3d 666,669 (Ct. App. ' 
2002) (citations omitted). 
Resolution of this issue turns on the identification and construction of the 
regulations governing the administration of the breath test. This is a question of 
law over which this Court exercises free review. State v. Remsburg, 126 Idaho 
338, 339, 882 P.2d 993, 994 (Ct. App. 1994); see also In re Schroeder, 147 Idaho 
476,479,210 P.3d 584,587 (CLApp. 2009) (stating that the interpretation and 
application of statutory law and administrative rules or regulations presents 
purely legal, issues over which appellate courts have free review). 
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ANALYSIS 
Breath alcohol tests must be administered according to Idaho State Police 
Standard Operating Procedures: Breath Alcohol Testing ("ISP SOPs") in order for 
their results to enjoy a presumption of reliability. re Idaho 476, 
478, 210 P.3d 584,586 (Ct. App. 2009); see also ISP SOP § The pm'pose behind 
the mandatory monitoring period is to make sure the operator observes the subject 
for any event that might make the results of the test inaccurate through the 
introduction of mouth alcohol. State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 453,988 P.2d 225, 
227 (Ct. App. 1999). 
If the necessary procedures are not strictly followed, test results will be 
inadmissible unless the State can establish; through expert testimony, the 
reliability of the results notwithstanding the procedural deviation. Id. (relying on 
State v. Charan, 132 Idaho 341, 343,971 P.2d 1165, 1167 (Ct. App. 1999).) 
Accordingly, "[n]oncompliance with these procedures is one of the grounds for 
vacating an administrative license suspension under 1. C. § 18-8002A(7)(d)." In re 
Mahurin, 140 Idaho 656,658-59,99 P.3d 125, 127-28 (Ct. App. 2004). As noted. 
by the court in Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Department, 148 Idaho 378, 386, 
223 P.3d 761, 768 (Ct. App. 2009), the mandatory nature of these rules is 
established through use .of the word "must.?' Thus, the Department must strictly 
comply with any mandatory procedural requirement. 
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One such mandatory procedure the fifteen~minute pre-test waiting period 
which [test] subject must subject 
be allowed to ,smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp." ISP SOP § 6. L Such events' could 
introduce alcohol into the subject's mouth. Carson, 133 Idaho at 453,988 P.2d at 
227. If any of those events oCcJ].r, the operator must wait another fifteen minutes, 
before testing, to allow re-absorption to occur. State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 
337, 144 P.3d 40, 42 (Ct. App. 2006). Furthermore, ISP SOP § 6.1.4 provides that, 
"[d]uring the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event that 
might influence the accuracy of the breath test." 
The mandatory monitoring pel'iod is "not an onerous burden" unfairly , 
foisted upon law enforcement officials. DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 33$, 144 P.3d at' 
43. The operator is not required to "stare, fixedly" at the subject for fifteen 
minutes. Bennett v. State, Dep't. of Transp., 147 Idaho 141, 144, 206P.3d 505, 508 
(Ct. App. 2009) (citation omitted). However, the monitoring must "be such as 
could reasonably be expected to accomplish the purpose of the requirement." 
Carson, 133 Idaho at 453, 988 P.2d at 227. This requirement is ordinarily met if 
the operator "stays in close physical proximity to the test subject so that the 
officer's senses of sight, smell and hearing can be employed." DeFranco, 143 Idaho 
at 338,144 P.3d at 43. Use of sight alone is not enough. Bennett, 147 Idaho at , 
144,206 P.3d at 50,8. Furthermore, when an officer's sense of sight is impaired, he 
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must be able to use his senses of hearing and smell to properly observe the subject, 
DeFranco, 143 Idaho 338, at 
Idaho courts have found noncompliance with the fIfteen-minute monitoring 
period in several instances. In Bennett, the court found noncompliance because 
the officer left the room twice during the monitoring period. Bennett, !47 Idaho at 
145,206 P.3d at 509. In DeFranco, the court found noncompliance where the 
officer 
left the patrol car's rear door ajar and then entered through the front 
passenger door, called dispatch momentarily, and removed his breathalyzer 
equipment ' .. [from the] front seat .... [and] walked around to the rear of . 
the vehicle, opened the trunk and looked through a file box in the trunk ... 
DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 336, 144 P.3d at 41. There, the court found noncompliance 
even though the officer testified he could see DeFranco through the gap between 
the trunk and the vehicle and that he would have heard a burp. ld. In Carson, 
the court found noncompliance where the officer watched the subject 
intermittently through the rearview mirror while driving him to the station. 
Carson, 133 Idaho at 453, 988 P.2d at 227. In that case, it had been raining and 
the vehicle's windshield wipers were in use during the drive. ld. The officer also 
used a hearing aid. ld. The court stated, "the numerous sources of noise, the 
officer's hearing impairment, and his position facing away" from the subject 
suhstantially impaired the officer's ability to augment his sense of sight with his 
other senses to make sure that the suspect had not done anything that would 
. . 
affect the test's validity. ld. 
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contrast, Court of Appeals Remsburg, found compliance 
the V.<.u,\.,CiJl. sat the subject 
programmed the testing device, ~aited for it to warm up, and read the required 
advisory form. Remsburg; 126 Idaho at 340,882 P.2d at 995 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Although the officer not maintain visual observation, there were no factors to 
suggest that officer's senses of hearing and smell were impaired in any way. , 
See Carson, 133 Id,aho at 453,988 P.2d at 227. The court also found compliance in 
State v. Stump, 146 Idaho 857,860-61; 203 P.3d 1256, 1259-60 (Ct. App. 2009), 
where the officer was within close proximity to the-subject at all times and facing 
him except for a brief period when he turned his back to walk the eight to ten feet 
to his place of observation. The court held that there were no conditions in the 
room that interfered with the officer's senses and by keeping the subject in his 
sight, the officer was continually in a position to use all of his senses to monitor 
the subject even while he filled out paperwork and prepared the machine. Id. 
In this case, although in close-proximity to Broadfoot, for most of the time; 
Dahlinger was not always in a physical position to visually monitor him, or 
alternatively, to use both his senses of smell and hearing'toaccomplish the 
purpose of the monitoring period. While Dahlinger's affidavit indicates he 
, properly observed the mandatory fifteen-minute waiting period, "an affidavit alone 
is insufficient to support a finding that proper procedures were follow;ed." Bennett, 
147 Idaho at 145~ 206 P.3d at 509. The Court must look at the record as a whole. 
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From Dahlinger stood up to prepare the machine, to time 
the he use one 
his senses to monitor Broadfoot. (Video at 3:35:34~ 3:39:03). Unlike the officer 
Stump, Dahlinger was not facing the subject for nearly the entire monitoring 
period. Id. Rather, he was not looking at Broadfoot and Broadfoot was seated a 
right angle from Dahlinger for over thl'8e minutes. Id. During that 
Dahlinger was also preparing the machine, reading the Agency Codes for the 
machine, typing information, and looking at a notebook. Id. Accordingly, 
Broadfoot was not always visible through Dahlinger's peripheral vision. 
Therefore, unlike the officer in Stump, Dahlinger was not in a position to use all 
his senses to monitor Broadfoot. By trying to do two things at once, Dahlinger was 
not able to monitor Broadfoot for any belches, burps or regurgitation that could 
have affected the validity of the test. 
There was also a loud beeping noise followed by a humming noise the 
observation room during those few minutes, apparently coming from the machine. 
Id. Those noises interfered with Dahlinger's hearing. Given Dahlinger's distance 
from Broadfoot, his sense of smell was also impaired during that period. Thus, 
like the situation in Carson, the numerous noises -and Dahlinger's position 
prevented him from augmenting his sense of sight with his senses of hearing and 
smell. Therefore, contrary to the waiting period in Remsburg, here there were 
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conditions the room that substantially impaired Dahlinger's senses of hearing 
The standard set forth in the ISP SOP regarding the monitoring period.is 
that the officer must be alert for anything that might affect the accuracy of the 
test. ISP SOP § 6.1.4. (emphasis added). As Carson demonstrates, an officer can 
be in close proximity to the individual, but conditions may still exist 
the monitoring period inadequate. It is clear that for over three minutes during 
the monitoring period, Dahlinger could not visually monitor Broadfoot and at 
. times could not employ more than one of his senses of hearing and smell. The 
Hearing Officer's conclusion that Dahlinger properly monitored Broadfoot is 
therefore not supported by substantial and competent evidence. 
CONCLUSION 
The Hearing Officer's findings are not supported by substantial and 
competent evidence in the record as a whole. Consequently, the Hearing Officer's 
decision is VACATED and the case is REMANDED. 
Dated this 2.1-t y ofO~tober 2011. 
Jo~~te2r~ 
District Judge 
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ISB No. 2297 
THE DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2011-1022 
BRIEF OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION 
This is the responsive brief of the Idaho Transportation Department. Karen Ann Kimbley 
has asked the District Court to review the decision of the Department's Administrative Hearing 
Examiner, Eric G. Moody. The Department's Administrative Hearing Examiner determined that 
the requirements for suspension of Ms. Kimbley's driving privileges set forth in Idaho Code § 
18-8002A were complied with and Ms. Kimbley should have her driving privileges suspended 
for one year as a result of failing an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration. 
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August 6, 2011 at approximately 2113 hours Latah County Deputy Duke was 
patrolling the area of State Highway 8 near the city of Deary, Idaho. \Vhile travelling westbound 
on Highway 8, Deputy Duke observed a gold Mazda sport utility vehicle travelling westbound in 
front of his location. Deputy Duke followed the vehicle and observed it to be driving very close 
to the far right side of its lane and noticed it drifting side to side and at one point the passenger 
side tires were four inches over the fog line. Deputy Duke initiated a traffic stop, after observing 
that the driver to travel approximately 400 feet prior to stopping (R. p. 006). 
Deputy Duke made contact with the driver, identified as Karen Ann Kimbley and asked 
for her license, registration and insurance. Deputy Duke observed Ms. Kimbley to be confused 
and she was having a hard time finding her driver's license and appropriate documentation. Ms. 
Kimbley also indicated that she had not been drinking. Deputy Duke asked if he could check her 
eyes and again asked if she had been drinking and Ms. Kimbley admitted to having a drink. 
Deputy Duke informed Ms. Kimbley that he saw some Nystagmus in her eye and asked if she 
would perform the remainder of the field sobriety tests (R. 006). 
Ms. Kimbley performed the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, the Walk and Turn and the One 
Leg Stand tests and did satisfactorily pass the tests (R. p. 006). Deputy Duke told Ms. Kimbley 
that he thought she had more to drink than she had stated and arrested her for driving under the 
influence of alcohol (R. pp. 006-007). 
Deputy Duke initiated a 15 minute waiting period and obtained breath alcohol samples 
from Ms. Kimbley resulting in evidentiary test results of .126 and .127 (R. p. 007). Deputy Duke 
transported and booked Ms. Kimbley into jail for driving under the influence of alcohol, 
possessing an open container of alcohol while driving and possession of marijuana (R. p. 007). 
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Ms. Kimbley timely requested a hearing with the Idaho Department of Transportation's 
Hearing Examiner p.O on the proposed Administrative License Suspension. hearing 
was held telephonically on September 6, 2011 (R. p. 03S). The Hearing Examiner entered 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order sustaining the Administrative Suspension of 
Ms. Kimbley's driving privileges on September 19, 2011 (R. pp. 056-065). Ms Kimbley timely 
filed a Petition for Judicial Review CR. p. 066-067). 
Idaho Code § IS-8002A(7) sets out the burden of the driver to demonstrate to the Hearing 
Examiner that driving privileges should be reinstated because: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been driving or was in 
actual physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 
other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of section 1S-S004, 1S-
8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or; 
( c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or 
other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, 
Idaho Code; or 
(d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance 
with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment 
was not functioning properly when the test was administered; or 
( e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing 
as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
The review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record for judicial 
review. Idaho Code § 67-5277. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) sets out the scope ofreview. "The Court shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact." Howard 
v. Canyon County Board ojCommissioners, 128 Idaho 479,915 P.2d 709 (1996). 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) provides: 
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When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provision of 
law to issue an order, the court shall affirm tbe agency action unless the court finds that 
the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
The appropriate remedy pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act is: " ... if 
the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part and remanded for 
fuliher proceedings as necessary." Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
The decision of the Transportation Department must be affinned unless the order violates 
statutory or constitutional provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is made upon unlawful 
procedure, is not supported by substantial evidence or is arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of 
discretion. Marshall v. Idaho Transportation Department, 137 Idaho 337, 48 P.3d 666 (2002). 
The party challenging the agency decision must demonstrate that the agency erred in a 
manner specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) and that a substantial right of that party has been 
prejudiced. Druffel v. State, Dept. o/Trans., 136 Idaho 853, 41 P.3d 739 (2002). 
The only issue presented by Ms. Kimbley is whether the breath alcohol test was properly 
performed pursuant to I.e. § 18-8004 as required by I.C. § 18-8002A(7)(c). The issue is quite 
narrow as to the sufficiency of the monitoring prior to the administration of breath alcohol 
testing. No other challenge to the Hearing Examiner's decision is made for the Court's review. 
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Kimbley attaches a small portion of the Idaho Intoxilyzer 5000 Series Reference 
Manual to the Petitioner's Brief. The Reference Manual was not referred to by the Hearing 
Examiner and is not referred to or made a part of the Idaho State Police's Standard Operating 
Procedures for evidentiary testing by reference or otherwise. 
Ms. Kimbley does not seek leave of the Court to supplement the Administrative Record 
pursuant to I.C. § 67-5276, nor is there any showing why the Reference Manual is relevant to the 
Court's review of the Department's Hearing Examiner's decision or a showing that the Court 
should place any weight on the Reference Manual. Specifically the Intoxilyzer 5000 Reference 
Manual is simply a reference manual for the operator and does not affect the application of the 
Standard Operating Procedures. 1 
Exhibit A to the Brief of Ms. Kimbley is not properly before the Comi and should not be 
considered by the Court. 
ARGUMENT 
r The 15 minute waiting period was conducted consistent with I C. § 18-8004(4}. 
There are two elements to this issue, first, was there a waiting period of 15 minutes prior 
to the administration of the Intoxilyzer? Secondly, were the circumstances of the waiting period 
sufficient? 
Analytical Methods (AM), also known as Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), shall supersede 
and take legal precedent over any and all other forms of documentation (e.g. reference manuals, 
training manuals, and training materials) produced or maintained by the Idaho State Police as it 
pertains to the Breath Alcohol Testing Program in the state of Idaho. If discrepancies exist 
between differing forms of procedural documentation, the Analytical Method shall be the binding 
document. 
Idaho Intoxilyzer 5000 Series Reference Manual, p. 4 ~ 2. 
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a) The duration of the waiting period. 
is no factual question that the waiting was not 15 minutes. The 
Official's conclusion as to this issue is supported by the Record (R. p. 61, Finding 4.8). 
As to a monitoring period (or 'waiting period', the term is used interchangeably), the 
Idaho State Police's Standard Operating Procedures 6.1, (attached as Appendix A) provides 
"prior to evidentiary breath alcohol breath testing the subject/individual should be monitored for 
at least 15 minutes." The importance of the waiting period now has to be considered in light of 
the other provisions of the Standard Operating Procedures of the Idaho State Police. 
It is clear from the record that Deputy Duke began his observation of Ms. Kimbley at 
22:38 (R. p. 004). The evidentiary test forming the basis for the suspension was administered at 
22:57. The time or duration of the monitoring was in excess of 15 minutes. 
The Hearing Examiner's Findings and Conclusions are based on substantial evidence in 
the Record. There is no reason based on this Record for the Court to substitute its judgment for 
that of the Hearing Examiner even if the Court would not have come to the same factual finding, 
I.C. § 67-5279(1), Marshall v. Department of Transp., 137 Idaho 337, 48 P.3d 666 (Ct. App. 
2002). 
b) The sufficiency of the waitingperiod 
Ms. Kimbley contends that the circumstances of the 15 minute waiting period were not 
sufficient. Ms. Kimbley does not contend that an event or circumstance occurred which might 
have contaminated Ms. Kimbley's breath alcohol sample with mouth alcohol or that the offered 
breath samples were actually contaminated by mouth alcohol. 
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The Department's Hearing Examiner found that Latah County Deputy Duke sufficiently 
observed Ms. Kimbley for 15 minutes prior to the administration of the breath alcohol testing (R. 
p. 062 Findings 4.13). 
The Idaho State Police have responded to the Idaho Appellate Court's interpretation of 
the monitoring period as found in the Breath Alcohol Testing Protocols by over time amending 
and modifying the Standard Operating Procedures to their present condition effective November 
2010 and have deleted any references to training and reference manuals. 
The 15 minute waiting period requires Deputy Duke to observe Ms. Kimbley in such a 
way that an event does not occur which would contaminate a breath sample with "mouth 
alcohol". The Idaho State Police describe the circumstances of that waiting period in the 
Standard Operating Procedures (Appendix A,-r 6). 
During the monitoring period the subject/individual should not be allowed to smoke, eat, 
drink, belch, burp, vomit or regurgitate. SOP 6.1.4. The operator must be alert for these events 
influencing the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. There is no evidence in this Record that any 
such event occurred. 
The Idaho State Police's Standard Operating Procedures direct that the operator "must be 
aware of the possible presence of mouth alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument." The 
emphasis on the circumstances of the waiting period isn't as heavy as it may have been when the 
Idaho Appellate Court decided State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 988 P.2d 225 (Ct. App. 1999) or 
State v. DeFranco, 143 Idaho 335, 144 P.3d 40 (Ct. App. 2006). It is comparing apples and 
oranges to suggest that the same analysis of the Operator's and Training Manuals then existing 
and the Standard Operating Procedures as they now exist, produces the same results as those 
early breath testing cases. 
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If during the 15 minute waiting period the subject vomits or regurgitates material from 
the stomach into the subject's breath pathway, the 15 minute waiting period must begin 
again, SOP 6.1.4.2. The Standard Operating Procedures don't require an additional 15 minute 
waiting period if a belch or burp occurs. 
Statutory interpretation is not necessary to determine what the Standard Operating 
Procedures may require of Deputy Duke? There is no argument that Deputy Duke must be alert 
for any event influencing the accuracy of the test, SOP 6.1.4. That Deputy Duke must be aware 
of the possible presence of mouth alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument, SOP 6.4.4.1 
(not exclusively his sense of smell, hearing or sight) or that if Ms. Kimbley vomits or 
regurgitates material from the stomach into the breath airway, the 15 minutes waiting period 
must begin again, SOP 6.1.4.2. Ifthere is any doubt about those events the officer should look to 
the results of the evidentiary tests for evidence of potential mouth alcohol contamination, SOP 
6.1.4.3. Should the breath alcohol results corroborate within .02, such correlation is evidence of 
the absence of mouth alcohol, SOP 6.2.2.2 (emphasis added). The Hearing Examiner's finding 
that Deputy Duke was properly alert and aware is supported by substantial evidence in the 
Record CR. p. 4 & p. 7). 
The Standard Operating Procedures now direct that if there is any question as to the 
events occurring during the 15 minute monitoring period, the police officer should look at the 
results of the duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol contamination, SOP 
6.1.4.3. 
2 
Where the 'statute' is plain and ambiguous, the Hearing Examiner must give effect to the statute 
as written, without engaging in statutory interpretation, Masterson v. Idaho Dept. ojTransp., 150 
Idaho 126, 244 F.3d 625 (Ct.App. 2010). 
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If the results of the duplicate breath samples correlate within 0.02, then the breath test 
results are indicative no "alcohol contamination in the subject's breath pathways and that. a 
consistent sample was delivered" eliminating factors or events which might affect the test result, 
SOP 6.2.2.2? 
Hearing Examiner Moody weighed the evidence before him to determine that the waiting 
period was sufficient and that Deputy Duke was appropriately alert to factors which might have 
contributed mouth alcohol to the breath samples offered by Ms. Kimbley (Findings 4.3 p. 
061). 
Ms. Kimbley simply argues for a factual finding different than that of the Hearing 
Examiner. The Hearing Examiner is entitled to adopt a factual finding consistent with the record 
he had before him. The Hearing Examiner indicated that he weighed the testimony of the 
witnesses and come to a conclusion as to the meaning of that testimony (Findings 4.9 and 4.10 R. 
p. 062). Ms. Kimbley is just asking the Court to second guess the Hearing Examiner to find 
upon review of the same facts that a different conclusion should be made by the Court. 4 
If the officer does not suspect mouth alcohol was present and the sample variability was due to a 
lack of subject cooperation then the samples can be considered valid if all three samples are above 
a per se limit for prosecution. Only if the three samples fall outside the .02 correlation and the 
officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a contributing factor then a new 15 minute 
monitoring period should occur, SOP 6.2.2.3. 
4 Ms. Kimbley argues: 
Counsel also pointed out that, comparing Duke's testimony regarding the first observation period 
with the reality of the video evidence was relevant to the weight that should be given to Duke's 
testimony about the second observation period, especially in light of the fact that he changed his 
testimony and that he could not be celiain about what occurred without the ability to review video 
footage. Id. 21:17-22;, 23:2-9. Petitioner's Briefp. 8. 
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The Hearing Examiner's decision is based on relevant evidence that a reasonable mind 
might accept to support his conclusion, Funes v. Aardema Dairy, 150 Idaho 7, 244 3d 151 
(2010).5 
Ms. Kimbley simply asks the Court to make a factual determination different than the 
Department's Hearing Examiner. Here, the Hearing Examiner's conclusion that Deputy Duke 
was able to use his senses of sight, smell and hearing is supported by Deputy Duke's testimony, 
the Intoxilyzer print out and the test results. There was a sufficient level of surveillance as could 
reasonably be expected to accomplish the purpose of a monitoring period to rule out the 
possibility that alcohol or other substances had been introduced in Ms. Kimbley's mouth from 
outside by vomiting or regurgitation, Bennett v. State, Dept. ojTransp., 147 Idaho 141,206 P.3d 
505 (Ct.App. 2009). 
Deputy Duke conducts a second additional 15 minute waiting period pnor to 
administering the breath alcohol tests a second time (Exhibit 3 R. p. 004). The Hearing 
Examiner properly concludes that the first monitoring period met the Idaho State Police Standard 
Operating Procedures (Findings 4.3 and 4.5 R. p. 061). 
Here, the testimony indicated that Deputy Duke was out of Ms. Kimbley's presence after 
the end of the first monitoring period as he confirmed whether he should administer a second 
breath test based on the deficient samples being offered by Ms. Kimbley (Exhibit 2 R. p. 003). 
Ms. Kimbley testifies that Deputy Duke was out of her physical presence prior to 
beginning the second 15 minute monitoring period (Tr. p. 17 LL 7-25 to p. 18, LL 1-7). Deputy 
Duke testifies that he was not out of Ms. Kimbley'S presence during the second monitoring 
5 The Standard of Review generating this interpretation is found in the worker's compensation provisions of I.C. § 
72-732. "The Court may set aside an order if the Commission's Findings of Fact are not based on any substantial 
competent evidence." Competent evidence is more than a scintilla of proof but less than a preponderance. It is 
relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion, Funes at p. 154-5. 
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period (TI. p. 11 4-25 to p. 12 1. 1). Such testimony is sufficient for the Hearing Examiner 
to conclude that Ms. Kimbley did not meet her burden to show that the monitoring was 
insufficient, Bennett v. State, Dept. of Transp. 147 Idaho 141, 206 P.3d 505 (2009). 
There is more than a reasonable basis for the Hearing Examiner to conclude that Deputy 
Duke was not outside Ms. Kimbley's presence during the second monitoring period. 
If the issue raised by Ms. Kimbley is that the Hearing Examiner should have believed 
Ms. Kimbley's testimony over Deupty Duke's testimony, then Ms. Kimbley is simply asking the 
Court to substitute its judgment for the Hearing Examiner's judgment. That is not the role of the 
Court on judicial review. 
The Hearing Examiner indicated what testimony he considered, how he made his 
decision and concluded that he could accept Deputy Duke's testimony as to the circumstances of 
the administration of the breath alcohol test (Finding 4.11 R. p. 062). 
Additionally, the Standard Operating Procedures have added another measure of the 
sufficiency of the monitoring if the test results do not ditTer by more than .02. 
The Hearing Examiner can conclude that the monitoring period is sufficient by the 
factual correlation by .02 of the breath test results. Here, the breath test results correlate within 
.02. There is sufficient scrutiny employed by Deputy Duke without any suggestion of an event 
indicating that more time or additional scrutiny is required particularly when the test results 
correlate within .02. Nor is there testimony from Ms. Kimbley that she burped, belched or 
vomited.6 
6 Even ifthere was a factual basis to adopt Ms. Kimbley's argument, the Court of Appeals recently determined that 
a police officer who acknowledged that he had his back turned away from the test subject for a minute and a half 
continued to be in a position to use his senses to determine whether the subject "belched, burped or vomited" during 
the requisite time period, Wilkinson v. State, Dept. of Transp., 2011 WL 5582537, Ct. App. Opinion No. 69, 
November 17,2011. 
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The record then consists of specific evidence that the breath tests were not affected by the 
presence of mouth alcohol particularly since the breath test results do not vary by more than .02.7 
When the Court considers the record before the Hearing Examiner with the presently 
existing Standard Operating Procedures and the level of scrutiny of the 15 minute observation 
period conducted by Deputy Duke (regardless of whether the Court would find that such a 
monitoring period was sufficient should it be the finder of fact), there is sufficient evidence in 
the Record to sustain the finding that there was a sufficient 15 minute monitoring period to 
eliminate the concern that any event involving mouth alcohol occurred, I.e. § 67-5279. 
Ms. Kimbley only argues that particular facts mean something different than the Hearing 
Examiner concluded. There is nothing to suggest that an event involving mouth alcohol 
{)ccurred during that monitoring period, nor does Ms. Kimbley testified that she coughed, 
belched, burped, vomited or regurgitated. Ms. Kimbley does not meet her burden by simply 
suggesting that something could have happened. 
Here, Ms. Kimbley simply argues that there were circumstances which could have 
resulted in Deputy Duke missing an event involving breath alcohol. However, there is no 
evidence of such an event which supports the argument advanced by Ms. Kimbley. 
There is no factual question for the Hearing Examiner to resolve without any other 
testimony from Ms. Kimbley as to an event indicating the presence of mouth alcohol 
contaminating the test result. 
The Hearing Examiner's conclusion is supported by the Record before him. Deputy 
Duke's Affidavit and consistent testimony, the testimony of Ms. Kimbley, the video of the 
circumstances of the administration of the breath alcohol test and the correlation of the breath 
7 Results of .126 and .127 indicate a variance of less than 0.02 indicative of a breath alcohol test result unaffected 
by mouth alcohol CR. p. 003). The Hearing Examiner's reliance on the test results is reasonable based on the Record 
CR. p. 062, F. 4.12). 
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alcohol test results are the substantial evidence upon which the Department's Hearing Examiner 
can base his conclusion that Mr. Kimbley failed to meet burden. 
The Administrative Hearing Examiner's conclusions as to legal cause to stop Ms. 
Kimbley are supported by sufficient competent evidence in the administrative record. 
The decision of the Administrative Hearing Examiner should be affirmed. 
DATED the day of January 2012. 
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Glossary 
n",,.,,,,,,,., Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of an approved premixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath Alcohol Testing Sequence: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which 
may be directed by either the instrument or the Operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, performance 
verification, internal standard checks, and breath samples. 
Breath Testing Specialist (BTS): An Operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 
26th month. 
Certificate of Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for performance verification have 
been tested and approved for use by the ISPFS. 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath alcohol testing instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and the effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Class: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duties related to the instrument. 
Evidentiary Test: A breath test performed on a subject/individual for potential evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiary testing and community service or training tests performed with the instrument. 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath alcohol testing program per IDAP A 11.03.01. 
MIPIMIC: An abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certification: The condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol tests as 
established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Operator: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcohol tests. 
Operator Class: An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or unceliified breath alcohol Operators. Currently 
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach Operator classes. 
Performance Verification: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument utilizing a simulator and a 
performance verification solution. Perfonnance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While ISPFS uses 
the term performance verification, manufacturers and others may use a term such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Performance Verification Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field performance verifications. The 
solution is provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel, completion of which results in uninterrupted 
continuation oftheir Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
Waiting PeriodlMonitoring Period/Deprivation Period/Observation Period: IS-minute period prior to administering a 
breath alcohol test, in which an officer monitors the test subject/individuaL 
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3.2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2 
2 
2.1 
2.2 
1.6 
2 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Ako-Sensor calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run a solution within 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
All solutions run within a 48-hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
More than three calibration solutions 
Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Ako-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
June 1, 1995 
June 1, 1995 
October 23, 1995 
May 1, 1996 
May 1, 1996 
June 1, 1996 
July 1, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April 1, 1997 
August 1, 1998 
February 11, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
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1.2, 2.1, 2.2 
3 
1.6 
1,2, and 3 
2.1,2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.1.2.1 and 2.2.4 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
1.2 
1.5 
2 
2.2 
2. 
Sections 1, 2, 3 
2.1.4, 2.2.3,2.2.4, 2.2.5 
And 2.2.10 
2.1.3,2.1.4.1,2.1.9 
Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to "two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". 
Simulator temperature changed from "should" 
to "must". 
Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently 
certified 
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+/- 10%, eliminating the +/- 0.01 provision. Added 
"Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 2.3 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
General reformat for clarification. Combined 
Alcosensor and Lifeloc sections. Specifically, 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check. 
Clarification: Added "before and after" to the 0.08 and 
0.20 calibration checks, within 24 hours of a subject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the time and date 
recorded in the log, whichever corresponds to the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. 
August 1, 1999 
August 1, 1 999 
January 29, 200 I 
August 18, 2006 
November 27,2006 
May 14,2007 
May 14,2007 
September 18, 2007 
February 13,2008 
February 13,2008 
February 13,2008 
February 13,2008 
February 13,2008 
December 1, 2008 
January 14,2009 
July 7, 2009 
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# 
o 8/20/2010 
8/27/2010 
2 ] 110112010 
The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
performance verifications, and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not involving an IS-
S004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting, 
MIP/MIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions to sections 2, 4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.5, 4.6.1.1, 
5.1.2,5.1.4,5.1.4.1,5.1.5,5.2.4,5.2.5,6,6.2.1,6.2.3,6.2.4, 7, 7.1,7.1.1, 
7.1.2,7.1.2.2,7.1.3,7.1.4,7.1.5, S. 
Section 6.2 clarified for instrument specificity, added sections 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.3.l 
and 6.2.2.4, added section 8.0 for the MIP/MIC procedure, clarified section 
5.1.3 for the use of 0.20 solutions, renamed document to 6.0 
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2 Scope 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in 
court. That foundation can be set, through testimony, by a breath testing specialist expert 
or ISPFS expert in breath testing as to the potential ramifications of the deviation from 
the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be followed. This is due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected from the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
Operators, and breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
4.1.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification will allow the Operator 
to perform all functions required to obtain a valid breath alcohol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their current certification; the 
ISPFS wiII not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3.1 Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the 
written and practical tests), or allows their certification status to expire, 
he/she must retake the Operator class in order to become recertified. 
4.3.3 If current Operator certification is expired, the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath alcohol tests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.1 There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
certification. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operators. 
4.4.1 To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is 
then obtained by completing an approved BTStraining class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status "on that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may 
no longer perform any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
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4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke certification for 
cause. Examples of what may constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator training. 
4.5 of a new by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
4.5.1 A currently certified may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of 
Operator certification. 
4.6.1 It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
11.03.01. 
4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services. 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. 
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Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is 
functioning correctly. Performance verifications are perfonned using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The ISPFS established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label. 
5.1 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 pOliable breath testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 and/or 
performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist of two samples. 
5.1.3 A performance verification of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
instruments using a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. Reference 5.1.4.1 for 
clarification on the use of the 0.20 solution in this capacity. 
5.1.3.1 A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-
S004C charge. Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance 
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than lS-S004C. 
5.1.4.1 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary test at any level. The 0.20 performance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for this purpose. 
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5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +1- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot series, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are stil1 unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be 
followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34,SoC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label. 
5.1.8 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.1.9 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.1. 
5.2 Intoxilyzer 5000lEN Performance Verification 
Intoxilyzer 5000/EN instruments must have a performance verification with each 
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the instrument will be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzer 5000lEN performance verification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 5000/EN, 
a performance verification will be performed as directed by the instrument 
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testing sequence and recorded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two sample performance verification using a 
verification solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution. A O.OS performance verification 
solution should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every 100 
samples or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole 
purpose of supporting the instruments' results for a lS-S004C charge. 
Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance verification will not 
invalidate tests performed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than lS-8004C. 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- 10% of the performance 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results for each solution lot series are included in a certificate of analysis, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the performance verifiQation 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedure if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
5.2.S Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
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5.2.1 0 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution the instrument before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
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Proper testing procedure certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs 
or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the start of the 15 
minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should 
not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomitlregurgitate. 
If a foreign objectlmaterial is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibrium with the subject/individual's body water and/or dissipate so 
as not to interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument. 
6.1.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The Operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
successfully. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy ofthe breath alcohol test. 
6.1.4.1 The Operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth 
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-
minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subjectlindividual 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the IS-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath 
samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart, or more, for the ASIII's and the 
FC20's to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the single test result shall be 
considered 
6.2.1.1 The Operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use a new mouthpiece for each series of 
tests. 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
to repeat the IS-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
6.2.2.3 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should restart the 15 minute 
observation period and retest the subject. 
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was 
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperation in providing the samples as 
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all 
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution. 
6.2.2.4 If all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, the officer 
may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample drawn for 
analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol 
concentration. 
6.2.3 The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for 
possible use in court. 
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6.2.4 If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.5 If the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the 
Operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood 
drawn. 
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Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary 
accurate results. 
order to provide 
7.1 Performance verification: If, when performing the periodic performance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate the 
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of uncertainty when performing the periodic 
performance verifications are in the simulator setup and Operator 
technique, the simulator performance verification solution, and the 
instrument calibration itself. 
7.1.2 If the first performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique of the Operator performing the verification 
should be evaluated. The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up properly, uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, the Operator blow technique is not too hard or soft, and that 
the Operator does not stop blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.1.2.1 The performance verification should be run a second time 
7.1.2.2 If the performance verification is within the verification limits on 
the second try, the instrument passes the perfonnance verification. 
7.1.3 If the second performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
then the performance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
7.1.3.l The perfonnance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
solution. 
7.1.3.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7.2 Thermometers: 
7.2.1 If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
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Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of 
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.e. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604 
(punishment set forth by LC.18-1502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of 
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the 
Influence statutes and their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific 
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation of I.C. § 23-949 or § 23-604. There is 
no requirement that the State prove the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather, the 
presence or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving the offense. Therefore, 
there is a different standard operating procedure associated with this type of charge. The 
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is to rule out "mouth alcohol" as a 
potential contributing factor to the results given during the breath testing done for 
MIP/MIC cases. 
8.1 15 minute observation period: The monitoring/observation period is not required 
for the MIP/MIC procedure. The duplicate samples, separated by approximately 
2 minutes or more and within the 0.02 correlation, provide the evidence of 
consistent sample delivery, the absence of "mouth alcohol" as well as the absence 
of RFI (radio frequency interference) as a contributing factor to the results of the 
breath test. 
8.2 MIP/MIC requirements: 
8.2.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently 
certified in the use of that instrument. 
8.2.2 The instrument used must be certified by ISPFS. 
8.2.2.1 The instrument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial 
certification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not 
to acetone. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set 
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20 
solutions. 
8.2.3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose 
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow 
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the 
breath testing. 
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8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
breath testing sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing 
sequence. (For clarification refer to section 8.1) 
8.3 Procedure: 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from 
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The duplicate breath samples do not 
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2 
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation bf potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample .. 
8.3.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate adequate 
sample as requested by the operator, the single test result will be 
considered valid. 
8.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
8.3.1.2 The operator should use a new mouthpiece for each individual 
and for each series of tests (i.e. complete set of breath testing 
samples). 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
8.3.2.1 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject's breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
8.3.2.2 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should administer a 15 minute 
observation period and then retest the subject. If mouth alcohol is 
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the 
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without 
administering a 15 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for 
possible use in court. 
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects 
for the purposes of the previous sections. 
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8.4 Passive mode: 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should 
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence 
of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who 
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law 
enforcement agency. Example may include but are not limited to: 
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates, etc. 
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IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2010-1304 
Petitioner, 
PETITIONER'S REPLY BRIEF 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEP ATMENT, 
Respondent. 
Petitioner (hereafter "KimbleylF) submits this brief in reply to the Brief of the Idaho 
Transportation Department (hereafter "ITD Brief") dated January 5, 2012. 
lTD'S OBJECTION TO EXHIBIT A TO PETITIONER'S BRIEF 
ITD's objection to Exhibit A to Petitioner's Brief (ITD Briet p. 5) has no basis. 
Although the Reference Manual (Exhibit A) was not referred to specifically by the Hearing 
Officer ("Moody") during the hearing, the Notice of Telephone Hearing dated August 17, 
2011 stated: 
THE HEARING OFFICER WILL TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE 
RECORDS REGULARLY MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO 
PETITIONER'S REPLY BRIEF - 1 
92 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTEMENT, THE IDAHO ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROCEDURE ACT RULES, ALL MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA 
RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, STATUTES, AND REPORTED 
R. 38 (emphasis in original). Therefore, Reference Manual is properly before the Court as 
one of the manuals created and adopted by lTD and upon which judicial notice was taken 
by Moody. 
Kimbley refers the comt to her Opening Brief which already extensively 
all arguments set forth in the lTD Brief. Responding to lTD's arguments, here, would 
merely result in repeating Kimbley's arguments contained in her Opening Brief. 
DATED this --'--'--_ day of January, 2012. 
McCORMICK & ROKYTA, PLLC 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) Case No. 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
VS. ) 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING 
APPELLATE ARGUMENT 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
-------------------------) 
Due to a conflict in the Court's schedule, the appellate argument currently scheduled 
for February 6, 2012, is VACATED and RESET to commence at 10:30 A.M. on February 16, 
2012, in Courtroom #3 of the Latah County Courthouse. 
DATED this .3 D ~~y of January 2012. 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING APPELLATE ARGUMENT - 1 1 4 
do hereby certify that 
conect copies of the 
RESETTING 
SERVICE 
were transmitted by facsimile to: 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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Attorney at Law 
PO Box 10005 
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Deputy Clerk 
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District Judge 
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) 
STATE OF ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Sheryl Engler 
Court Reporter 
Recording: Z:3/2012-02-16 
10:36 
present, represented 
McCormick, Moscow, 
Respondent represented by counsel, 
Edwin Litteneker, Special Deputy 
General 
Subject of Proceedings: APPELLATE ARGUMENT 
This being the time fixed pursuant to order of the Court for hearing appellate 
argument in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel. 
Ms. McCormick argued on behalf of the petitioner. . Litteneker argued on 
behalf of the respondent. Ms. McCormick argued in rebuttal. 
For reasons articulated on the record, the Court set aside the ALS hearing 
officer's determination, instructing Ms. McCormick to prepare an order in 
accordance with its ruling. 
Court recessed at 11:07 A.M. 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES 
Approved by: 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT] ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV-ll-1022 
ORDER SETTING ASIDE 
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE 
SUSPENSION 
This matter having come before the Court on a Petition for Judicial Review from 
an adminisu:ative license suspension, the Court having considered the record herein, as 
well as the briefs and arguments of counsel, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the adminishative suspension of Petitioner's 
driver's license, as set forth in the Idaho Transportation Department' g, Findings of Fact 
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Attorney General 
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Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
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IN DISTRICT COURT OF 
IDAHO, IN AND 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner/Respondent) 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Respondentl Appellant) 
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF 
Case No. CV 2011-01022 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee Category: I. 
Fee: Exempt - I.e. § 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, AND 
YOUR ATTORNEY, DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK, MCCOR1\lICK & 
ROKYTA, P.O. BOX 10005, MOSCOW, IDAHO, 83843, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT (hereinafter refened to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Memorandum Opinion and Order of the 28th day of October 2012, entered 
by Honorable Judge Stegner vacating the Department's suspension of Ms. Kimbley's 
driving privileges. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
! i 
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2. This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
issues on appeal will include the District Court's failure to affirm the decision the 
Department's Hearing Official, particularly in regards to the circumstances of the fifteen 
minute monitoring period in connection with the administration of an evidentiary test for 
breath alcohol. A more specific detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the 
briefing of this matter. 
3. That the Department has a right to appeal to Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Ms. 
Kimbley and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 1 1 (f). 
5. The Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript 
from the Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on February 16, 2012 as 
defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 2S(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28( a) (1 ) including the Department's Administrative Record and 
Transcript of the Department's Administrative Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the rep0l1er's transcript. 
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( c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated for 
preparation of the clerk's record Idaho Code Section 67-230 , 
(d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20, 
DATED this day of March, 2012, 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 3 
DO that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
DOClLment was: 
_~ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
Sent by facsimile 
Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Deborah L. McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Sheryl Engler 
Certified Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 8606 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this ---'--'-- day of March 2012. 
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SPECIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF THE ATIORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL APPOINTMENT 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Edwin L. Litteneker, Attorney at Law, P. O. Box 321, Lewiston, Idaho 83501-032 1, is 
hereby appointed Special Deputy Attorney General for the purpose of representing the 
State of Idaho in any appeal from a hearing officer's decision in Idaho Transportation 
Department District 2 filed pursuant to the authority of Idaho Code § 18-8002A, 
Automatic License Suspension Program. 
This letter of appointment will be included in the files of any court case, hearing, or other 
matter in which he represents the State of Idaho in these appeals. This appOintment is 
effective through December 31, 2012. 
Any courtesies you can extend to Mr. Litteneker in his conduct of business for the State 
of Idaho, as my delegate, will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
LGW:blm 
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854-8071 
Located at 700 W. Jefferson Street. Suite 210 
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PO Box 321 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
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Respondent/Appellant) 
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AMENDED 
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Fee Category: I. 
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TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, AND 
YOUR ATTORNEY, DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK, MCCORMICK & 
ROKYTA, P.O. BOX 10005, MOSCOW, IDAHO, 83843, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT(hereinafter referred to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Memorandum Opinion and Order of the 28th day of February 2012, 
entered by Honorable Judge Stegner vacating the Department's suspension of Ms. 
Kimbley's driving privileges. 
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This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
the issues on appeal will include the Court's failure to affirm the decision 
Department's Hearing Official, pmiicularly in regards to the circumstances of the fifteen 
minute monitoring period in connection vvith the administration of an evidentiary test for 
breath alcohol. A more specific detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the 
briefing of this matter. 
3. That the Department has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Ms. 
Kimbley and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph I above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule ll(f). 
5. The Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript 
from the Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on February 16, 2012 as 
defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 2S(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(1) including the Department's Administrative Record and 
Transcript of the Department's Administrative Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
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(c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the clerk's record Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
(d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
this day of March, 2012. 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for Idaho Transportation Department 
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I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was; 
__ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Deborah 1. McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Sheryl Engler 
Certified Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 8606 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this __ day of March 2012. 
Edwin 1. Litteneker 
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LA WRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
Attorneys for Appellant. 
IN DISTPJCT COURT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner/Respondent) 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Respondent! Appellant) 
DISTRICT OF 
COUNTY OF LATAH 
Case No. 2011-01022 
SECOND AMENDED 
NOTICE APPEAL 
Fee Category: I. 
- I.C. § 67-2301 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, AND 
YOUR ATTORNEY, DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK, MCCORMICK & 
ROKYTA, P.O. BOX 10005, MOSCOW, IDAHO, 83843, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT (hereinafter referred to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Order Setting Aside Administrative License Suspension of the 28th day of 
February 2012, entered by Honorable Judge Stegner vacating the Department's 
suspension of Ms. Kimbley's driving privileges. 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
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2, This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
the issues on appeal will include Court's failure to affirm the decision of 
Department's Hearing Official, particularly in regards to the circumstances of the fifteen 
minute monitoring period in connection with the administration of an evidentiary test for 
breath alcohoL A more specific detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the 
briefing of this matter, 
3, That the Department has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Ms. 
Kimbley and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule lI(f). 
5. The Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript 
from the Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on February 16, 2012 as 
defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(1) including the Department's Administrative Record and 
Transcript of the Department's Administrative Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy ofthe Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
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(c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated fee 
clerk's Section 67-230 . 
(d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate 20. 
this of March, 2012. 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for Idaho Transportation Department 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 3 
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DO HEREB Y CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy ofthe foregoing 
was: 
_'-- Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Deborah McCormick 
McCormick & Rokyta, PLLC 
P.O. Box 10005 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Sheryl Engler 
Certified Court RepOlier 
P.O. Box 8606 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this day of March 2012. 
-~-
Edwin L. Litteneker 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR OF 
) 
) Supreme Court Case No. 39829-2012 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner / Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant. ) 
--------------------------) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
RE: EXHIBITS 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the 
following: 
AGENCY'S RECORD 
1. DVD was Exhibit C to the Idaho Transportation Department's 
Administrative Record. 
AND FURTHER the Transcript of the Administrative License Suspension Hearing 
held on September 6, 2011, and the Transcript of the Appellate Argument held on 
February 16, 2012, and a will be lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court in 
accordance with the Appellate Rules and will be lodged as an exhibit as provided by 
Rule 31(a)(3), IAR. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,. I have set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Moscow, Idaho this Lf~~ day of ---l'---'---'---l~. ___ 2012. 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE RE: EXHIBITS - 1 
THE DISTRICT 
STATE 
) 
) 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner / Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant. ) 
-------------------------) 
SECOND DISTRICT 
FOR 
Supreme Court Case No. 39829-2012 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing transcript in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, complete and correct transcript of the pleadings 
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled cause 
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Moscow, Idaho this 
CLERK'S - 1 
of_-/-~~~ __ 2012. 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
IN 
STATE AND 
) 
) 
KAREN ANN KIMBLEY, ) 
) 
Petitioner/Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant. ) 
-------------------------) 
SECOND DISTRICT OF 
Supreme Court Case No. 39829-2012 
OF SERVICE 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by United 
States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
DEBORAH L. MCCORMICK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
116 EAST THIRD ST. STE. 201 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
322 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Moscow, Idaho this 1f!~~ay of --4-'---'--'~F---~I"..L--L--LL....-' 
OF SERVICE 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
• ,;1 1 (I i J 
